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ABSTRACT
Boston has a rich and diverse history of immigrants. Right from
the arrival of the Puritans in 1628-30 who established the earliest

immigrant settlements in Boston, this region has attracted immi-
grants from different parts of the world.

Boston's strategic coastal location, its flourishing industries and

the growing economy provided a hope of opportunities for the im-

migrants who came with a dream- the famine-struck Irish, the Ital-
ians, the Eastern European Jews wanting to escape religious and
socio-political tensions, the Blacks wanting to escape slavery, the
Chinese seeking better economic opportunities and more recently,
the Asian Indians seeking better education and work opportunities.

The economy of Massachusetts underwent transformation in

the 20*h century with the rise of the high technology sector. The

emergence of Route 128 around Boston and subsequently, 1-495

corridor in the 20th century led to the formation of a high tech-

nology cluster that attracted extremely skilled immigrants.

South Asians, especially the Asian Indians constitute an integral part

of this immigrant population that gravitated to this region not be-

cause of famines or wars, but the transformation in Massachusetts'
economy. Their numbers grew rapidly through the 20* century and

the story of their growth is remarkable. From the days of insignif-
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icant presence, South Asians have grown into a young, fast-grow-
ing ethnic community in Boston. A majority of the South Asian
population today is young, educated, highly skilled and employed
in the high technology sector but there are others employed in the
low-skilled, working class and service occupations across the state.

What happened in each of the waves of South Asian immigration to
Massachusetts? Do the immigration patterns of Asian Indians differ
from other South Asians? Who are these immigrants who undertook
this longjourney from the Indian sub-continent to the United States?

This thesis is an attempt to trace the origins and growth of the
South Asian immigrant community in Massachusetts, which
is one of the youngest and fastest growing groups of immi-
grants in the state. The presence of South Asians in Massa-
chusetts has come a long way from being negligible and in-
visible in the post-World War II period to being a prominent
presence in its high technology nucleus of Greater Boston.

Keywords: South Asians, Asian Indians, Indian Americans,
Asian Indian immigrants, Boston, Immigrants in Boston, Immi-
grants in Massachusetts, high-skilled immigrants, skilled migrants
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PREFACE
There are times when we all pause to retrospect on things we
achieved and are fascinated by how a small chat, a chance meeting
or an unexpected occurrence sets into motion a chain of ideas that
evolve into something productive and valuable.

This paper has a lot ofvaluable information to offer for someone who
is working on a similar research on immigrants. But it started out of a
conversation with Prof. Tunney Lee inthe School ofArchitecture and
Planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). While
working on a project with Prof. Lee, I was asked to write an article
on South Asian immigrants in Boston that would be a small compo-
nent of a larger research project on the planning history of Boston.

Working on this project, I realized that gathering informa-
tion on South Asian immigrants in Boston was easier said than
done. Not only were the South Asians one of the youngest im-
migrant communities in Boston with a fairly recent history, but
it was also hard to find sources that recorded a story of their evo-
lution in this region. The U.S. Census only began identifying
Asian Indians as an independent minority in the 1980 Census.

12



The early history of South Asian immigrants in Boston is thus, a sto-
ry of Asian Indians1 who are an integral part of the educational and
research sector and high technology industries of Massachusetts.
People from South Asian nations other than India came in much
later. Why were Asian Indians attracted to Boston? Who were these
immigrants and why do a majority of them possess certain simi-
lar professional traits? Why did the immigration pattern of other
South Asian nations begin later than the Asian Indians? Unraveling
answers to these questions led to findings worthy of sharing with
other researchers who would like to study this topic further. In this
manner, a small article for the research project turned into a thesis.

Although it studies the South Asian immigrant communi-
ty as a whole, early history of South Asian immigrants focus-
es on the history of Asian Indian immigrants and their transition
into an ethnic community. As a result, the thesis largely focus-
es on Indians, the largest group of immigrants from South Asia.
South Asian immigrant population continues to concentrate in large
numbers in the Greater Boston area. Boston remains this paper's
main focus but it also analyzes data from the rest of Massachusetts.
This offers a basis to study the movement of South Asian immi-
grants across the state as their numbers in the community grew.

'Asian Indians represent the biggest community of immigrants from South Asia
and they were the first South Asian minority to be recognized in the US Census
in 1980. The numbers have helped trace the growth of this community.

13



SECTION I
Section I contains the first four chapters ofthis paper. The first chapter
is the introduction to this paper. It gives an overview of South Asian
immigrants in Massachusetts and how the community evolved.

The next three chapters provide a contextual framework nec-
essary to understand topics discussed in the subsequent chap-
ters of this paper. Chapter 2 is about Boston's immigration his-
tory, why the city has constantly attracted immigrants to the
area over the centuries, subsequent changes in United States'
(U.S.) immigration policies and their impact on Boston.

The next two chapters describe the push and pull factors that set
the wheel of immigration from South Asia in motion. These chap-
ters provide a background to the Boston economy and industry
in the post-Second World War era and circumstances in India
that led to the first major wave of immigration from South Asia.

14



Figure 1: Sikh immigrants were attracted to the pleasant weather and farms of
California. Image Src: Sikh Farmers in California, http://www.sikhpioneers.
org/images/Display%2OPictures/012.jpg

CHAPTR : NTRO TION

The emergence of a fairly recent immigration trend from
South Asia has roots in its immigration history in the U.S.

Immigration from South Asia to the U.S. took place as far back as
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. However, these ear-
ly immigrants were characteristically verydilfefgt frorthiSouth

to

gUle or
en<

re-

kmericaii osThbuwanted to
to India (Roots in the Saod;

ants traveled on boats at that

was often cor
owever, Sikhs

also leads to

This photograph of a Sikh VOIlage Festival was taken in
Punjab which closely resemnbles the Sacramento Vaey-
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and the journey for the Indians via East Asia to India was long.

Whentheymovedto California,they were attractedtothepleasantcli-
mate andvaststretches offertile landandmany ofthemchoseto settle.

They attracted more immigrants from Punjab and the newer gen-
eration of immigrants came to look for work on the farms, in lum-
ber or railroad similar to their Asian counterparts, the Chinese

1909 Siikworkers on the P &ific s Eastem Ratiroad,

Figure 2: Post-1965 South Asians on the west coast worked as labor on the
railroad. Sikh Farmers in California, Src: http://www.sikhpioneers.org/images/
Display%20Pictures/014.jpg
who were brought to work on similar projects on the west coast.

However, their growing presence led to resistance and the fear of

them taking overjobs and land (Sibia T.S.- Sikh Pioneers). The need
to maintain in the U.S., a predominance of people of white race from
Europe led to the implementation of various immigration and exclu-
sion policies over the years. These Acts curtailed immigration from
Asia to anywhere in the U.S. As a result of this, a pattern of immi-
gration from South Asia to the U.S., as could be seen today, did not
emerge before the 60s. In 1965, a new amendmentthat abolished this
ban on immigration from Asia was implemented. This new Act was
called the Immigration and Nationality Act [Hart-Celler Act], 1965.
South Asian immigrants who came to the US in the post-1965
period were characteristically very different. They were highly
educated, skilled and spoke English fluently. This new wave of
immigrants came from all over India; not just the Punjab region.
They sought better educational opportunities, skill-oriented jobs
and work in the technological field. They were students, doctors
and engineers. The U.S., with its involvement in the Cold War and
the Vietnam war, needed qualified medical practitioners, sci-
entists and engineers and welcomed these skilled immi-
grants from India in great numbers (Menon et al., 2003).

Many of these Asian Indian immigrants attracted to scientific and
technological growth migratedto world-renowned schools in Boston
and technological powerhouses on Route 128 in Massachusetts long
before Silicon Valley was created. Alumni databases of educational
institutes in the Greater Boston area backed up with media reports
and census data show that immigrants from India came to study in
Boston intermittently in the years preceding the Second World Wars.

However, with the rise of Silicon Valley and subsequent tech-
nology boom at the turn of the 21st century, Asian Indian im-
3According to the US census, there were 58 Asian Indians in Massachusetts, 31
of them in Boston Metropolitan Area before 1950.
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Table 1: Percent population growth in Massachusetts
Src: U.S. Census Bureau: http://www.census.gov/
population/www/documentation/twps0056/appC.
pdf, U.S. Census 1980- For 50s, 60s and 70s, no
data in the above Census Report. Sourced from
1980 U.S. Census Bureau Data identifying im-
migration by place of origin and year of entry in
the 50s, 60s and 70s (Table 195). See Appendix I

2010 46.88% 76.20%

2000 67.53% 122.13%

1990 191.35% 135.11%

1980 120.91% 749.75%

1970 133.00% 887.00%

1960 115.75% 72.41%

1950 48.16% 190.00%

Figure 3: Based on 1990 U.S. Census, The chart shows distribution of the five
largest sub-groups of Asian population in the U.S. Metropolitan Areas. Yellow
blocks represent the Asian Indian population. Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990-
Population by Race- Asian Indians, http://2010.census.gov/news/pdf/20120321_
asian-slides.pdf, slide 40

migrants dispersed to other parts of the U.S. where allied indus-
tries and clusters were rising. Figure 3 based on the 2010 US
Census shows the distribution of Asian population in the U.S.
metropolitan areas. The yellow blocks in the figure indicate the
presence of Asian Indian population in the top-five Asian pop-
ulation groups for each major metropolitan area in the U.S.

Figure4,basedondatafromthe 1990censusgivesamoredetailedsnap-
shotoftheAsian Indianclusters inthe U.S. bytheirpopulationdensity.

-1940 -12.28% -52.38%

Following the 2010 Census, media reports declared Asian In-
dians as the fastest growing immigrant community in the U.S.
(Kirk, 2012, Pew Research Center, 2012, June 19). Califor-
nia, New York, New Jersey, Texas and Illinois were the states
that showed the highest growth in the Asian Indian population.

Massachusetts continues to have the highest population of Asian
Indians in New England and their immigration pattern has a story,
right from the time the trend began in the post-Second World War
period to the present. The rise of Asian Indians as a prominent and
visible immigrant community in Massachusetts has been steady,
rapid in the 80s and 90s and steadier as the population matured in
the years that followed. Table 1 shows the percentage increase in
Asian Indian population in Massachusetts in each decade. The re-
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Asian Indian Population Clusters
(based on 1990 Census Src: US Census Bureau, 1990)
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Figure 4: Based on 1990 U.S. Census, Src: US Census Bureau, 1990- Population
by Race- Asian Indians

sults are based on the change in population over the previous decade.

It must also be noted that this table is based on the U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau special report on the Asian Population. It is interest-
ing to observe that although the U.S. Census Bureau switched
to using a more comprehensive 'Asian Indians' term to refer
to Indian immigrants in the post-Indian independence period,
the Census Bureau identified Indians as 'Hindus' in the Cen-
sus Data for 1940 and the preceding years. 'Hindu,' that rep-
resents one of the many religions practiced in India was a com-
mon misnomer for every Indian immigrant coming from India.

AsevidentinTable l,animmigrationtrenddidnotsetinuntil 1960s-70s

MONTANA
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among the Asian Indians. The implementation of Immigration
and Nationality Act, 1965 that removed restrictions on immigra-
tion from Asia was a major reason behind a growth in this trend.

This paper will focus on the post-Second World War period
to study the growth of South Asian immigrants in Massachu-
setts. This paper primarily focuses on Asian Indian immigrants
whose data is available in the census reports for the period be-
ginning in the 1960s and hence offers a base for analysis and
description of the population. However, the thesis also de-
scribes in subsequent chapters, other South Asian immigrant
communities that migrated to Massachusetts in later years.

r1:3m)

India was the first country from South Asia to record a significant

growth in immigrant population in Massachusetts and find its way

3 into the U.S. Census report. As a result, early immigration history

of South Asians in Massachusetts is the history of Asian Indian im-
migrants who settled in Massachusetts. Even today, Asian Indians
continue to dominate the group of SouthAsian immigrants in Boston.

India gained independence with Pakistan. However, India was
the first country in the Indian sub-continent to have a Constitu-
tion and establish a democratic government with a vision for
its economy. India stood apart from all other nations in South
Asia because of its emphasis on science and technology and

the desire to emulate advances taking place in the U.S. and So-
viet Union. Development of institutes of research and advanced
learning in science and technology in 1950, barely three years
after the Independence played an important role in this vision.

Other nations from South Asia like Pakistan, Bangladesh, Ne-



pal, Bhutan and Sri Lanka were not visible in numbers as
a community in Massachusetts until the last three decades.
Apart from their diversity, countries from the Indian sub-conti-
nent share some regional similarities and subsequent chapters
will describe these immigrant communities from South Asia.

Studies on Asian Indians have largely focused on Asian Indian
immigrants in the Silicon Valley and New York City that have
some of the biggest Asian Indian and other South Asian popu-
lation groups4. Other studies have focused on comparing Route
128 and Boston to Silicon Valley (Wadhwa, Gereffi et al, 2007;
Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007). However, the number of South
Asian immigrants in Massachusetts has grown significantly over
the last five decades and unlike the Silicon Valley that seems to
be growing exponentially and New York City that represents a
more diverse economic distribution among the Asian Indian im-
migrants, Boston has a strong, focused community of highly ed-
ucated and skilled immigrants coming out of MIT, Harvard Uni-
versity and other major universities in this area and employed in
many high technology and research organizations across the state.

The big picture of immigration patterns of South Asians, especially
Asian Indians to Massachusetts tells a story of economic migration
focused on the high technology sector, education and skilled jobs.
However, there are other less represented facts and characteristics of
this community that this thesis also tries to explore. The nature of this
paper is research-based and descriptive and the study relies heavily
on U.S. Census data, American Community Survey and personal ex-
periences of this author gained through interaction with other South
Asian community members over the years. Secondary sources used
to back observations are from media publications, journal articles,

studies and websites of various organizations in Massachusetts.

As much as this paper is an attempt to contribute to the knowledge
of one of the youngest immigrant groups in Boston, it is also a
personal research for this author who traces her roots back to India
and is one among the many like her who came to this region awed
by the education and growth opportunities that Boston had to offer.

4Among such examples are Saxenian, AnnaLee, 1999, Silicon Val-
ley's New Immigrant Entrepreneurs and M.P. Fisher's Creat-
ing Ethnic Identity: Asian Indians in the New York City Area
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXT- BOSTON AND
IMMIGRATION

Figure 5: Immigrants arriig on the coast ofBoston. Courtesy of the Boston Public Library,LesJones Collection, Image Src: http://www.flickr.col/photos/
bostonpublic-library/5881626624/
Massachusetts'history of immigration is the history of the people of attract Asian Indian immigrants to this region over three centuries
Boston. Originally a native Indian settlement, the strategic geogra- later. The ideals were those pertaining to education and literacy for

phy of Boston made for an ideal location for its earliest immigrant all (Herring). These led to the establishment of Harvard College in

settlers- the Puritans from England who founded Boston in 1630; 1636 for advanced learning and subsequently led to the establish-

it was viable as a port and the most proximate point via sea route ment of schools for children and other institutes of higher learn-

for the early voyagers from Western Europe before New York City ing in the Greater Boston area that are recognized globally today.

flourished as a port. The ideals of these early voyagers were, in a
way, responsible for creating a global image of Boston that would In the centuries that followed the settlement of Puritans, waves of
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immigrants from different parts of the world arrived on the coast
of Boston with the intent of escaping socio-economic and political
tensions in their home countries. They all dreamt of and hoped
for a new start amidst a land of opportunities. In the first couple
of centuries after Boston was founded, immigrants largely came
from Europe. Following the Puritans who wanted to escape the
rule of the Pope and the King came the Irish who wanted to escape
the wrath and misery of a famine-struck Ireland. The Italians and
the Eastern European Jews who wanted to leave behind religious,
socio-economic and political tensions came to Boston in the 1800s.

Immigrants from other parts of the world began arriving in Mas-
sachusetts in the 19th century. This was a period when railroads
were built across the nation making transcontinental east-west
travel possible. As a result, apart from those who arrived via sea
routes, there were many cases of in-migration. Slaves who were
brought from Africa to work for the wealthy whites in the south-
ern part of the U.S. moved up north to Massachusetts and Canada
to escape from slavery. The Chinese who were brought to Cali-
fornia to work as labor on railroads and highways traveled across
the country initially as contract labor and later, to look for newer
work opportunities in Massachusetts. Immigration slowed down
in the early 20th century when the U.S. implemented strict im-
migration policies and bans on immigrants from certain regions
of the world, especially Asia, to preserve white ethnic dominance.

The Immigration Act of 1924 was implemented and it set a quota
system for immigrants based on national origin. The allotted quota
was initially two and later three per cent of the overall population
of immigrants from a particular nation in a given year. This provi-
sion was made to reduce some restrictions but the intent to main-

tain a majority of the White race and prevent immigrants from Asia
and Eastern Europe from entering in large numbers was obvious.

The year, 1965 marked an important year in the immigration history
of the U.S. when an amendment was introduced to the Immigration
and Nationality Act, also known as Hart-Celler Act of 1965 (1965
Immigration and Nationality Act, a.k.a. the Hart-Celler Act, Act).
This Act abolished the national quota system that was implemented
under the Immigration Act of 1924 and was reaffirmed in The Mc-
Carran WalterAct of 1952 (Page 34, Teacher's Lesson Plan, CUNY)

The 1965 Act opened doors for people from Asia, especially those
who wanted their families to move and settle with them in the U.S..

Figure 6: Asian Indian immigrants arriving in the US on boats. Original Cap-
tion from the source: SS Minnesota, Seattle, June 23, 1913. Image Src: http://
www.sikhpioneers.org/images/Display%20Pictures/006.jpg
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The Chinese who were excluded from immigration to the U.S. mi-
grated in large numbers to re-unite with their families. South Asian
immigrants who were trickling into Boston for studies and edu-
cation opportunities came in large numbers to seek economic, ca-
reer and personal growth that their home countries could not offer.

These immigrants came from countries of the Indian sub-con-
tinent that were once colonies under the Imperial Rule and
had gained independence in the years following the Second
World War. Newly in charge of authority over their own peo-
ple, these countries were struggling to find their own footing
politically and economically. Prominent among these coun-
tries were India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka.
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Figure 7: How India ushered in its first Independence Day, Firstpost Pho-
tos, August 15, 2012. Image Src: http://www.firstpost.com/photos/im-
ages-how-india-ushered-in-its-first-independence-day-41 8724.html

CHAPTER 3: CONTEXT- INDIA AND
THE SOCIETY
Unlike all of the waves of immigrants who have made Boston their
home, the migration of South Asians to Boston and the rest of the
United States has been fairly recent, in fact, the trend did not begin
until the period following India's independence from colonial rule
in 1947. The following were some of the main reasons for this trend.

Independence and Communal Tensions:

The South Asian region was colonized until the years follow-
ing the Second World War. In 1947, India, Pakistan, Sri Lan-
ka [previously called Ceylon] became independent. Inde-
pendence brought a new set of struggle for these countries.

India, the most prominent and economically dominant of the
nations in the South Asian region was never at peace in the im-
mediate decades following independence. Internationally, India
suffered from a separation based on religious lines with Pakistan
that had a dominant Islamic community. India started the Non-
Aligned-Movement [NAM] with the support of other newly in-
dependent countries and chose to take the best of the first and the
second worlds and not subscribe to either of the two superpowers.
In 1956, under the States Reorganisation Act, states in India were
organized on linguistic lines. In these years, India battled seces-
sionist tendencies among its ethnically and linguistically diverse
communities. Rife among these were the secessionist movements
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in South India, Khalistan movement in Punjab [for a separate Sikh
nation] and similar movements in Northeastern states of India
during the 60s and 70s. Some of these also spilled into the 80s.
People immediately affected by these linguistic tensions mi-
grated to other areas that were more tolerant to their presence.

The focus on Education Sector:
In spite of these tensions, the first leaders of independent India
helped the country move forward. One of the major commonal-
ities among these leaders was that they had all traveled abroad
for work or received their education in law and administration
abroad, which had exposed them to the new thought and ad-
vances taking place in the world outside their home country.
During the colonial era, it became prestigious to travel abroad
for education. Even before independence, many of these lead-
ers were actively engaged in British administration of India be-
cause they all knew that administrating a nation as vast and di-
verse as India would be a challenge when the British left India.

One of the crucial steps taken in 1946, a year before India's inde-
pendence was the setting up of a taskforce to consider India's needs
from the education system and the creation of higher technical in-
stitutions in India (Central Library, IIT Kharagpur). This report
resurfaced when India's First Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru de-
clared a vision of a scientific and technologically advanced India.

Three years into India's independence, the first Indian In-
stitute of Technology (IT) was set up in Kharagpur, India.
IIT Bombay (1958) followed. It was built with funding from
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) and Soviet Union (IIT Bombay). Soviet Union and the

US had greatly influencedIndia's drivetowards afuture oftechnolog-
ical advances and growth. The IlTs were centers of advanced learn-
ing in applied sciences for young Indians and reflected this vision.

Major innovations were taking place in the field of computers and
electrical sciences at this time and many of them were taking place
in the educational institutes, research laboratories and organiza-
tions in Massachusetts (see Chapter 4). The IlTs, among many
other medical schools and engineering colleges in India close-
ly observed these developments. Knowledge of these advances
spread among the youth by the word of mouth or through media.
The connection between India and Boston was however, much
closer than informal conversational exchanges and media re-
ports. Following the IlTs, India set up infrastructure for its fu-
ture managers and businessmen by establishing the Indian In-
stitutes of Management [IIMs]. Two IIMs were established
in 1961. IIM Calcutta came up in collaboration of MIT Sloan
School of Management and IIM Ahmedabad was established in
collaboration with the Harvard Business School. Indian students
were very well aware of these schools and their achievements

The first company in biotechnology was founded in the Greater
Boston area and research in health sciences and technology con-
tinued in the 70s and 80s. India, with its rich history in medicine
and health sciences was also attracted to these developments.

However, a factor that encompassed all of these qualities among
the Indian youth and eased their transition into the U.S. was
their ability to speak English. One of the outcomes of reorganiz-
ing Indian states on linguistic lines was that there was a linguis-
tic divide in the methods of running a centralized government
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in India. The choice of Hindi as the national language, which is
predominantly spoken in the northern belt of India was seen as
unfair on the non-Hindi speaking southern states and the Offi-
cial Language Act of 1963 provided for continuing English along
with Hindi as the official languages for all administrative and of-
ficial work (Government of India). English continued as a pop-
ular medium of instruction in schools and for higher education.

Thus, India had the apparatus for honing these bright minds in In-
dia but the lack of economic opportunities in a struggling country
lured some of these people away from India to countries like the
U.S. that offer better opportunities of career and economic growth.

The following section presents an analysis of each of the tran-
sition periods in the history of South Asian immigration to
Massachusetts starting with the early onset and the transition
years and the more recent period of a phenomenal rise in their
numbers that makes them one of the fastest growing groups
of immigrants in this country. In each of these sections, this
paper tries to describe who the immigrants were, their move-
ment and the push and pull factors that led to this immigration.
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Figure 8: Route 128 and 1-495 form the outer extent of Boston. Major high
technology organizations proliferated in this region. Image Src: Google Earth

CHAPTER 4: CONTEXT- BOSTON
ECONOMY
Massachusetts is the home of many inventions that revolu-
tionalized the world of computers and electrical sciences in the
20th century. At the turn of the century, Boston diverged from
its traditional mills, factories and workshops and became in-
creasingly interested in visualizing a high-technology fu-
ture long before the Silicon Valley of California was created.

Radio technology leading to the creation of the first mi-
crowave oven, S-tubes that allowed radios to be connect-
ed to house current, Differential Analyzer- a mechani-
cal computer, the first strobe light, the first 'instant' flash
camera and the transistor were created out of this vision (Earls).

Massachusetts became the center of all high-technology activi-
ties when scientists from MIT and Harvard and companies from
the state were roped into developing defense-building technolo-
gies preceding the Second World War. Computer sciences was a
major part of this process and funding and support for research
in computer science led to projects like SAGE and Whirlwind
computer that were commissioned during the Second World War.
Features like interactivity and networking that are the basis of
many information technology companies today were discovered
at this time. The first reliable 'random access memory' [RAM]
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Figure 9: Route 128 in blue
and high technology indus-
tries and research institutions
in the Greater Boston area be-
fore 1965, Image Src: Google
Earth, Names of the companies
from the Moments Timeline

and the first computer chess game were developed at MIT (Earls). panies along the 128 corridor. Figure 9 gives a snapshot
of some of the organizations that came up in this period.

MIT and Harvard scientists preferred the proximity of Route
128 corridor and many of them started their organizations
in the suburbs around this belt. American Appliance Com-
pany that is now called Raytheon, Polaroid, General Radio
[GenRad], Digital Equipment Corporation [DEC], founded in
these years were all located around Route 128. Route 128 came
to be called 'America's Technology Highway' (Moments).
This reputation led to an agglomeration of similar com-

Inventions continued into the years following the Second World
War. Wang Laboratories built the first electronic typesetting sys-
tem and logarithmic calculators. Ken Olsen of DEC developed
world's first minicomputers in 1957 that could be mass-pro-
duced and sold to smaller companies and researchers at afford-
able prices and MIT Lincoln Lab built the first Sketchpad and
started an era of computer-aided design [CAD] and graphics.
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These inventions put Boston on the world map and technologi-
cally inclined countries and cities in the world were taking notice.

In these years, Boston was also making a transition into combining
health sciences and technology. Brandeis University professor Dr.
Orrie Friedman left his position to launch Collaborative Research
Inc., the first biotechnology company in the world. (Moments)

However, this glorious era ended when U.S. defense drastically re-
duced its investment in the companies along Route 128. There was
massive unemployment. This lull in Massachusetts' history lasted
through the 70s but the state made a'miraculous'comeback with the
commercial success of minicomputers and rapid growth of EMC,

For Most Asians, U.S. Offers a Better Life
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Figure 10: The Rise of Asian Americans, Pew Research Center, June 19, 2012,
Src:http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2012/06/19/the-rise-of-asian-americans/

an IT company in the 80s. The fairly young biotechnology sector in
Boston received a further boostwhen researchers at HarvardUniver-
sity made new breakthroughs in DNA sequencing methods (Earls).

In spite of the growth of the Silicon Valley starting in the 1960s
and the advent of IBM's personal computer [PC] that replaced
minicomputers, Massachusetts continued making revenue in
its high-technology industry and continued generating high em-
ployment. Wang Laboratories employed 30,000 employees
in 1986 and DEC employed 120,000 people in 1988 (Earls).

New hightechnology organizations thattapped into the niche of soft-
wareapplicationssuchasMathworksemergedinthe80s(Mathworks).

Graduates from the IlTs and other engineering and medical
schools in India who were mesmerized by the computers and
the growth of biotechnology and applied engineering sciences in
Massachusetts immigrated to this region by choice seeking edu-
cational and career growth and better economic opportunities.

Figure 10, sourced from Pew Research Center's June 2012
report on Asian Americans summarizes the some of the
topmost pull factors that lured South Asians to the U.S.
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SECTION II: ERAS OF IMMIGRATION
Chapters in this section study waves ofSouthAsian immigration who
came to Massachusetts. The section is divided into fourchapters based
on eras beginning with the new wave in 1960s, followed by transi-
tion years in the 70s and 80s and rapid growth post-I 990s and 2000s.

The decade of 1960s was a short one in terms of population
growth because policies on Immigration to the U.S. changed mid-
way through it. The 70s and 80s were real decades of transition.
They were the years of the first generation settlers and strug-
glers who held closer ties to their home countries and sought to
create cultural markers in their new communities in Boston by
building temples, ethnic restaurants and grocery stores. South
Asian population has more or less seen an influx of first gener-
ation immigrants in almost every decade and as a result, a ma-
jority of the population remains young and in the working age
group. However, as an ethnic community, South Asians have
settled in Boston for nearly five decades and the 90s and 2000s
show signs of a matured community depicting a blend of students
and working population and families settled in Greater Boston.
Figure 11: Percentage growth
of Asian population subgroups
over the decades, Massa-
chusetts. Src: U.S. Census
Bureau reports 1930-2010:
http://www.census.gov/pop-
ulation/www/documentation/
twps0056/appC.pdf, U.S. Cen- 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010sus 1980 (Table 195)

-Asian
Asian Indians

-- Chinese
'Vietnamese
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The decade of 1960 represents
a landmark period when the
Immigration and Nationality
Act of 1965 was implement-
ed opening doors for immi-
grants from Asia. The decade
also represents an onset of and
steady increase in the number
of immigrants from South Asia
who came to the Boston Met-
ropolitan Area seeking work
opportunities and education.

Who were the people?

In the 1960s, the first and the

only South Asian group to be
recorded among countries of
origin for foreign-born per-
sons in Massachusetts in the
U.S. Census was Asian Indi-
ans due to a visible increase
in their population. There was

CHAPTER 5: 1960s- EARLY
IMMIGRANTS

Comnarison of Growth in Aslan Indian PoDulation and Asians in Massachusetts 1930-2010
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Figure 12: Waves of immigration from South Asia begin in the 1960s. Asian Indians are
nent minority group among the South Asians and were recognized in the U.S. Census 1980
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The figure compares the growth of Asian Indians and all Asians in Massachusetts. The proportion of Asian Indians among
Asians increased rapidly between 1990 and 2010.

Data Src: U.S. Census Bureau: http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0056/appC.pdf,
U.S. Census 1980 report (Table 195) was used to obtain data for 50s, 60s and 70s. The above link does not have data on
Asian Indians for these years. See Appendix I

(Image top left: Representational only- to show the onset of immigration: Image Src: Indian Immigrants Important in
Driving Economical Growth of U.S., December 31, 2011 http://thelinkpaper.ca/?p=12981)
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no information available on other South Asian nations for this pe-
riod. Before 1950, there were 58 immigrants who had settled in
Massachusetts and identified their nationality as Asian Indians.

Restriction on immigration due to a quota system implemented
under the Immigration Act of 1924 [reaffirmed in a subsequent
amendment in 1952 called the McCarran Walter Act of 1952] en-
sured that only a handful of Indians per year came to the whole of
United States. By 1964, there were only 495 Asian Indians record-
ed in Massachusetts (see Table 2). When this group was compared
to other foreign-born persons, Asian Indians did not account for a
significant proportion of the immigrant population in Massachu-
setts. At this point, they made up 0.16 per cent of the overall for-
eign-born population of Massachusetts. In spite of a steady growth
in their numbers, their representation in the overall population was
not substantial enough and continued to render them invisible.

Between 1965 and 70, Asian Indians started coming to the U.S.
in greater numbers. According to the data from the U.S. Census,
there were 301 Asian Indians who settled in Massachusetts between
1960 and 1964. This number more than doubled to 686 between
1965 and 1969 (see Table 2). Indian immigrants who came to the
U.S. at this time were aware of the technology boom and devel-
opments in health and biotechnology taking place in the research
institutes in Boston. They were also aware of the employment that
this progress was generating in the Boston Metropolitan Area.

Many of the immigrants who moved to Massachusetts during
these years were part of a new wave of highly educated Indian
immigrants. They were doctors, academics, engineers and stu-
dents. They were all attracted to the education institutions and
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work opportunities in Boston that were getting wide recogni-

tion all over U.S. and abroad. They had all heard from their
friends, relatives and business acquaintances about MIT, Har-

vard University, the development and opportunities in Boston.

Where did they go9

Cultures tend to change with distance to adapt to different conditions

peculiar to the location. This leads to distance decay' and as mi-

grants move further from their place of origin, they try to stay clos-

er to aspects of the new culture that are most familiar to them. Asian
Indian immigrants stayed close to the urban centers that depicted
similar fondness for education and work that they had imagined
in their pursuit of opportunities available in this region of the US.

'Cultures change more significantly as people migrate further away from their
homelands.
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Massachusett Bosto Lawrenc Providenc Springfiel Worceste %
s n e SMSA e SMSA d SMSA rSMSA Asian

SMSA Indians
settled
in
Boston
SMSA

1950 100 80 0 6 0 7 80%
-59

1960 301 242 0 18 10 9 80.40
-64%

1965 686 495 23 79 31 23 72.16
-69 %

Table 2: U.S. Census Bureau, 1980 (Table 195) Citizenship and year of immi-
gration for foreign-born persons by country of birth for Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in Massachusetts

Asian Indian immigrants came from a very different socio-cul-
tural background, practiced a different religion in many cases and
spoke a language other than English in their homes. Their skin-
tone made it easy for others to single them out. However, in spite
of much dissimilarity between these new immigrants and the ex-
isting settlers, their biggest advantage was that a majority of them
could speak English, owing to a legacy left behind by the English
colonists who governed India and if they didn't speak English, a
family member who could speak English usually accompanied
them in this journey to the U.S. Their fluency in English made
them overcome one of the biggest barriers in communicating
with others in this foreign land and integrating with the society.

Also, for Indians, knowing English was also a necessity to in-
teract with other members of their linguistically diverse coun-
try. With a small number of Indian population from their home-
towns migrating to the US, it was less likely for an Indian to
find another Indian who spoke the same language as they did

and English provided a uniform platform that could be used
to communicate with other South Asians and Americans.

Prior to 1960, 80 per cent of Asian Indian immigrants who moved
to Massachusetts settled in Metro Boston. This trend contin-
ued in the 60s. Prominent institutions in the Boston Metropol-
itan Area at this time were MIT, Harvard University and other
universities and Massachusetts General Hospital, apart from the
high-technology companies that were operating on Route 128.

It can be deduced that a
migrated to Boston at
ers, students or workers in

majority of those who im-
this time were research-

the high-technology sector6 .

In the post-1965 years, when there was more freedom to immi-
grate, there were new pockets of Asian Indian communities de-
veloping in Lawrence, Providence, Springfield and Worcester
metropolitan areas. The following table shows the population of
Asian Indian immigrants in Massachusetts and where they settled.

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998

India 295 279 263 278 234 230 234 224 214 197 13 283 148 138

Aihansta 1

aangladesh S 6 3 7 7 9 12 13 2s 16 16 13 11 10

,huta, 1 a aa a a

Burma a 2 3 4 3 2 a 2 4 3 2 a a

Nepal 13 12 11 9 6 5 7 4 4 4 5 6 6 5

Pakistan 30 32 33 33 33 31 29 20 23 24 24 31 26 29

SriLanka 9 2 6 9 7 6 6 9 8 11 9 6 19 16

Table 3: Student intake by country- Asia, MIT International Students' Office,
Src: http://web.mit.edu/iso/about/statistics_11 12.shtml

6Alumni databases at MIT, and media reports on Indian almni from Boston area
such as Virender Singh Mathur (Menon, Murarka)
Boston.com., Ravi Sakhuja, founder of Tecogen went to MIT in 1967 (Boston.
com) and his quote about Indian immigrants in the 1960s.
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Asian Indians had not yet followed in the footsteps of their
Asian counterparts, the Chinese who migrated to Boston de-
cades earlier and had set up their ethnic restaurants and stores.
The Indians were the first generation of South Asian im-
migrants and the five years after the 1965 Act were years
of struggle and settlement for these immigrants in Boston.

Push Factors- Why did they leave India?
India as a nation was exposed to advances in sciences and
technology in the western world. Even before India's inde-
pendence, the young Indian society had grown to the idea of
prestige associated with foreign education. Some of India's fa-
mous writers and freedom fighters of that time, who were an
inspiration for the youth had gone abroad to work or study.

After independence, Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru vi-
sioned an India in the future that was at par with the superpowers
of the post-Second World War period- Soviet Union and the U.S.
Both nations were making great technological progresses during
the Cold War era. Nehru channeled his vision and set up Indian
Institutes of Technology [IITs] in different parts of India as ear-
ly as 1950 to create a force of scientists and engineers in India.
It was a time when India had the apparatus for training such
brilliant minds that it needed for building the future of India
but its struggling economy post-independence had not reached
the same point where it could support this ambitious youth

'The revolutionary amendment to the Immigration and Nationality Act,
1965 also known as Hart-Celler Act is named after state representa-
tives from New York and Michigan. Hart, Celler and Ted Kennedy (state
senator of Massachusetts) were known as the prominent supporters of
this amendment. Src: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TedKennedy (First
years and assassinations of two brothers. Retrieved on August 20, 2012)

that was craving for better career and economic opportunities.
Furthermore, the decision to retain English as the official adminis-
trative language of India and the use of English as a medium of in-
struction in several schools and colleges in India including the IITs
made it easier for young engineers and doctors from India to consider
the prospect of moving to the advanced English-speaking countries.

Pull Factors- Why did they come to Boston?
An education or a career in science and technology was an extremely
appealing prospect to Asian Indians who grew up in the post-inde-
pendence India and studied in engineering and medical science dis-
ciplines. Culturally, families in India have encouraged their children
to pursue careers in the sciences- engineering and medical fields and
there is a prestige associated with education in these fields in India.
A look at the list of alumni from India in electrical and comput-
er sciences at MIT and the growing migration of Asian Indians
to the Silicon Valley is a telling story of the interest of Asian
Indian immigrants in the engineering and applied sciences.

Politically, Massachusettswasalsooneofthestatesthathadshownthe
most tolerance to foreign immigrants. President John Kennedy and
Ted Kennedy, the Senator from Massachusetts had exhibited vocal
support to the 1965 Act7 . It was also easier for a visible foreign com-
munity like the Indians to get accepted into educational and research
institutes and workplaces in an urban setting with lesser opposition.
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Figure 14: Population of South Asian immigrants in Boston was great-
ly concentrated in the metropolitan area. Src: U.S. Census Bureau,
1980, Image: U.S. Census Bureau shapefiles.- county subdivision
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CHAPTER 6: 1970s-80s TRANSITION
AND STRUGGLE
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was more revolu-
tionary than it was perceived to be by American political represen-
tatives who advocated for it. Immigrants from South Asia came
to the U.S. in greater numbers in the decades that followed. Just
like the trend in 1960s, Asian Indians continued to be the dom-
inant immigrant group from South Asia. They were transition
years for the Asian Indian immigrants. However, for other South
Asian sub-groups, the 80s marked the beginning of an immigra-
tion trend from their home countries. The 70s and the 80s were
also different from each other for the economy of Massachusetts.

Patterns of immigration in 1970s and 1980s had transitioned from
the infancy ofthe early years. The immigrants were largely first gen-
eration settlers but there was a growing sense of settlement in the
community in Greater Boston towards late 70s and mid-80s. New
ethnic restaurants, grocery stores selling ethnic products and tem-
ples were built in the Greater Boston Area hinting at visible chang-
es in the ethnic make-up and diversity of the Greater Boston area.

Who were the people?
In the 1970s, 3500 immigrants moved to Massachusetts from In-
dia. Of these, 2435 settled in Metro Boston, according to the U.S.
Census report 1980. About a quarter of the overall population
settled in Worcester and Providence Metropolitan areas of Mas-
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Comparison of Asian Indian families and non-
families in Massachusetts, 1970-80
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Figure 15: Asian Indian families in Massachusetts, Src: U.S. Census Bureau,
1980, General Characteristics for Selected Racial Groups for Counties: 1980,
Counties (400 or more of the specified racial group)
sachusetts. The settlers exhibited the following characteristics:

(i) They were families:
Except for those in the Suffolk County, over 80 per cent of the

Population distribution of Asian Indians by age,
Massachusetts, 1970-80
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Figure 16: Population distribution of Asian Indians by age and sex, 1970-80,
Src: U.S Census Bureau, 1980, General Characteristics for Selected Racial
Groups for Counties: 1980, Counties (400 or more of the specified racial
group)

Asian Indian immigrants who moved to Boston in 1970s were fam-
ilies. One of the main revolutionary changes brought by the 1965
Act was that it led to a rise in family reunions and immigration
as a family. Figure 15 shows a comparison between the number
of Asian Indians who immigrated to Massachusetts as families
and the number of Asian Indians living in non-family households.

Across all of the counties of Massachusetts that had Asian Indi-
an immigrant settlements, the percentage of families is signifi-
cantly higher than that of non-family households. Immigrants
arriving as family indicate a stronger inclination towards per-
manent settlement in this area. A closer observation of the pop-
ulation distribution of these immigrants in Figure 16 gives some
more insights into the family composition of these immigrants.

Incidents of female feticide were rampant in the Indian soci-
ety as recent as the 21st century before gender identification de-
vices and sonography tests for this purpose were banned in the
urban centers of India. An equal distribution of males and fe-
males in the under 10 years and 10-19 years age groups in-
dicates that the population that immigrated was more edu-
cated and urban and along with the spouse, children were an
integral part of these family immigration patterns. There were
about 1200 children in the under 10 years category alluding to
the beginning of a second generation of Asian Indian immigrants.

There were more males in the working age group of 20-49 years.
Apart from those males who immigrated with their families,
there were others who came alone to look for work or study at
the institutions in Boston. A significantly higher number of fe-
males in the old age group indicates immigration of widowed,
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Distribution of Asian Indian population by sex across various
age groups, Massachusetts 1970-80
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aging mothers to live with their sons and family in Boston. many Indian women as

Figure 17 offers another perspective on the male-female popu-
lation distribution in Massachusetts counties by age. The lighter
shades of a color represent female population in that county while
the darker shades represent males. The distribution of males and
females in the working age group was close to equal in the Es-
sex, Norfolk and Worcester counties. This signifies immigration of

2000

Figure 17: Distribution of male-female
Asian Indians by county, 1970-80, Src:
U.S. Census Bureau, 1980, Gener-
al Characteristics for Selected Racial
Groups for Counties: 1980, Counties
(400 or more ofthe specified racial group)

Total Persons 3500

Total Persons in 3359
households
Farnily Householder 972

Spouse 1042

Child 585

Other relatives 293

Non-family householder 255

Non-relatives 212
Table 4:Household type and rela-
tionship, Asian Indians, Massachu-
setts, Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 1980

spouses and partners of the working male.

Table 4 based on the U.S. Census report for 1970-80 gives a bet-
ter idea of the demographics of this population. Spouses represent
wives or husbands of the main family householder identified in the
census. Census guidelines did not allow for more than one name

to be registered as a householder even in case of joint applica-
tions. Hence, it is likely that a higher number of spouses indicate
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Figure 19: The Rise of
Asian Americans, Pew
Research Center, June
19, 2012 Src: http:I/
www.pewsocialtrends.
org/201 2/06/1 9/the-
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that some of them jointly owned or leased their house. The num-
ber of non-family householders was comparatively smaller than
those who lived with their families suggesting that a higher num-
ber of Asian Indian immigrants who moved to Boston at this time
were looking forward to settle in this new country and region.

Asian Indians- Ability to Speak English,
1970-80 (5 years and over)
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Figure 20: Asian Indi-
ans- Ability to speak
English (5 years and
over), Src: U.S. Census
Bureau, 1980, General
Characteristics for Se-
lected Racial Groups
for Counties: 1980,
Counties (400 or more
of the specified racial
group)
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Asian Indians- Abilityto Speak English,
1970-80 (18yearsandover)
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Figure 21:Asian Indi-
ans- Ability to speak
English (18 years and
over), Src: U.S. Census
Bureau, 1980, Gen-
eral Characteristics
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Groups for Counties:
1980, Counties (400
or more of the spec-
ified racial group)

a Number d people

(ii) Education and Ability to speak English:
ManyoftheimmigrantswhosettledinBostonatthistimewerewell-ed-

ucated and spoke English very well (see Figure 20 and Figure 21).

According to the U.S. Census report, over 90 per cent of the Asian
Indian immigrants in Massachusetts in 1980 were high school grad-
uates and 72 per cent of them had attained 4 or more years of college
education (see Figure 18). These characteristics not only helped
them integrate into the society but also prevented them from being
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subjected to hate crimes that other Asian groups were facing at this
time. Media reports in the late 70s and 80s were abuzz with hate
crimes being subjected at Asian immigrants (from East Asia) who
were stereotyped because of their distinct appearance, perceived in-
ability to speak English, large numbers and willingness to work as
cheap labor that arose fears ofthem taking awayjobs from the locals.

Asian Indians did not gather for political reasons yet and did not
generate much media attention. Media reports in the newspapers
and journals till the late 70s were still focused on the Kashmir is-
sue between India and Pakistan and the political tensions in South
Asia. Asian Indian immigrants largely sailed through this period
also because of their ability to communicate in English and an in-
clination towards research-oriented or high-skilled jobs that pre-
vented them from standing out as an obvious threat to the locals.

Median Income of Immigrants, 1970-80
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Figure 22: Median Income of foreign-born immigrants, Massachusetts, 1970-
80, Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 1980 (Table 196-A)

The following charts show that over 90 per cent of the popula-
tion in the children and adults age group spoke English very well.

(iii) Income and Labor Characteristics:
Boston's economy suffered a setback in the 1970s when the U.S.
Defense that was funding several research projects and institutions
in Boston Metropolitan Area and the Route 128 corridor severely
cut down on their investment (Moments). This led to massive unem-
ployment in Greater Boston. Asian Indian immigrants who settled in
Boston in these years depict abroad spectrum across income groups.

According to Figure 22, that is based on the income levels of
foreign born immigrants in Massachusetts, Indians employed in
Massachusetts earned the highest salary closely followed by Fil-
ipinos Asian Indian immigrant workers who came to Boston

Mean Income of Persons from Various Countries, 1979
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Figure 23: Mean Income of foreign-born males-females, 1979, Src: U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau, 1980 (Table 196-A)
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Asian Indians- Number of workers in
families in 1979
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Figure 24: Number of workers in a family in Asian Indian households, Massa-
chusetts Src: U.S. Census Bureau 1980 (Table 196-A)

were extremely well-educated and possessed skills in advanced
sciences necessary for the high paying jobs in the high technol-
ogy sector in Boston. The average salary of the total population
of Massachusetts was lower than that of Indian, Filipinos and the

Asian Indians- Income of households in 1979
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British. The salary of Chinese immigrants also stands out for be-
ing the lowest one indicating that they took up the low-skilled,
lower-paying jobs in restaurants, laundries and similar industries.

Figure 23 shows that although females tended to earn less
than the males, Indian females comparatively earned the
highest salaries just like their male counterparts show-
ing a higher level of education among Indian females.

Asian Indian immigrants in this period were also the first genera-
tion settlers. As a result, there is a greater tendency among these
early immigrants to have both husband and wife or have 2 or more
members in a household work for a living to pay for the cost of
moving to another country and make the initial settlement com-
fortable (see Figure 24). This could however, also represent those
Asian Indian immigrants who did not get represented in the mean
income graphs studied before. These immigrant workers could be
those who moved to Boston to look for a better life and work op-
portunities that were not available in the high technology sector.

Figure 25 is a chart of income distribution of Asian Indian
households in Massachusetts in 1979. The population was fair-
ly distributed across income categories, with a slightly skewed
inclination towards the mid and high income groups. The high-
est number of households in any one category concentrated
in the $25000-$34000 income group. There were 284 house-
holds earning more than $35000 (higher income) in 1979.

A total of 445 Asian Indian immigrants were concentrated in the

IPatel is the surname of a Gujarati Indian community
'Pat in their last name stands for land



lower mid-income categories (from $10000-$24999). Asian Indians
in the mid to lower income groups represent students and a working
population that was not employed in the high-technology sector.

Some of the Asian Indian immigrants reflected in the mid to lower
income earning group came from certain Indian communities that
have over the years developed their own specialty segments and
niche industries. The period of 70s and 80s was an era of first gener-
ation immigrants who started these industries and trends in Boston
and the rest of the U.S. These immigrants are among the owners and
workers in ethnic stores and restaurants and the hospitality industry.

There are two distinct Asian Indian communities that
stand out for their contribution to these niche industries:

Patels and the Gujarati community:
The Gujarati community that includes the Patels hail from the
western state of Gujarat in India. Bookkeepers and keepers of
land record9, the Patels are known for their business acumen
and interest in investment. It is the tendency of chain migration
among the Patel community that has given birth to a phenomenon
widely known as 'Patel-Motel' in the U.S. This phrase refers to
the likelihood of finding a motel owned by an Indian whose last
name is Patel, in any given state or town in any part of the U.S.

Motels and accommodations for leisure stay were a phenome-
non of the post-Second World War period when highways were
built and owning and driving cars was a comfort and leisure to
many. However, by 1970s, many of the original American motel
owners were aging and in the depressed economy of the 70s in
places like Massachusetts, considered selling these properties that

were getting old and less profitable due to the impact of unem-
ployment and rise in gas prices on their business (Tunku, 1999).

However, the Patels and many others from the Gujarati com-
munity saw the hotel industry as an investment opportunity.
Even if these mid-range motels were less profitable and fail-
ing, the Gujarati immigrants would buy them. There were dual
advantages of this investment- the property served as a home
for their family and did not cost extra rent (Tunku, 1999).

The outcome of chain migration came into play once these prop-
erties were purchased. Maintaining a motel needed extra hands
for upkeep and maintenance. It was cheaper for the immigrants
to get their family members to work in the hotel instead of hir-
ing employees. This was similar to the Chinese operating their
laundries and restaurant business. As a result, the Patels migrat-
ed with their family members. Their cultural tendency of invest-
ment led them to invest in more than one property once they
achieved some success in their first property. This needed more
hands as well. It is common knowledge in the Indian communi-
ty and stories in the media also hint at the pattern of Patels get-
ting their children married to someone in India and bringing
them over to the U.S. to continue the business expansion. This
maintains a constant influx of Indian immigrants in the U.S.

There were many other reasons why the Patels invested in the busi-
ness of motels. Motels like the ones that the Patels owned provided
partial service. These motels provided accommodation and rooms
equipped with refrigerators and in later years, microwave ovens
when they were cheaper and easily available. None of these motels
had a hotel with full-blown kitchens in their premises to serve their
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guests. This eliminated the need to cook meat for its guests making
the business suitable to the vegetarian Gujarati community. Another
reason was that operating a motel needed limited English speaking
skills, which is something that was again suitable for this commu-
nity. It was likely that some family members who helped in running
this business could not speak fluent English. But this did not pre-
vent them from successfully running the business (Tunku, 1999).

Chain migration was also responsible for letting the Patels and other
Gujaratis develop something like a cartel in the hotel industry and
eliminate competition from immigrants of other nationality. Operat-
ing this business needed a big initial capital investment and among
the members of Gujarati communities like Patels, their surnames
or villages and towns of origin bind them in brotherhood. Many
Patels and other Gujaratis were immigrating to the U.S. at this time
and they found it easier to seek each other for loans and initial cap-
ital investment. This was the biggest impediment for many immi-
grants from other communities who wanted to enter this business.

Members of this community also settled in the Boston Metropol-
itan area and other towns of Massachusetts along highways and
purchased several Days Inn, Super 8 and similar motels along the
industrial corridor that people frequented for business or leisure.

The North Indian Restaurateurs:
Another Asian immigrant community that emerged as an entrepre-
neurial group in the late 1970s and 1980s was the North Indian com-
munity of immigrants, mainly from Punjab, India. This community
saw an opportunity in introducing ethnic Indian cuisine to the palate
of Americans in Boston. Ethnic Indian restaurants in New York City
were gaining popularity among locals and entrepreneurs from this

Indian community got invested in this business towards late 1970s.

Although there are stories of ethnic Indian restaurants that opened
in Boston in the 60s (Boston.com) and it is likely that some of
the earliest families that migrated to Boston had women cooking
at home and in some cases, taking catering orders and working
out of their homes. However, the first Indian restaurants in Greater
Boston were set up in Cambridge in the late 70s and early 80s.
The owners hailed from Punjab (Royal Bharat Inc., Bombay Club).
Several such owners cherish their history and have published their
stories on their website. They claim to have noticed the absence
of Indian restaurants in this region and set up small restaurants
with a small capital that they raised from their savings or rela-
tives. For all of these entrepreneurs, their families played an im-
portant role. The spouses helped in setting up and operating the
business and in some cases, kept another job to pay for the house-
hold till the business picked up (Royal Bharat Inc., Bombay Club).

Indian restaurants were an immediate hit among the locals and were
followed by similar restaurants catering to North Indian cuisine in
the 80s. One of the major reasons for the success of North Indian
restaurants among Americans was that these restaurants served meat
and there was an interest in the American community about the eth-
nic oriental and Indian cuisine. India Pavilion and Passage to India
are among the first Indian restaurants in Cambridge (Royal Bharat
Inc.) whereas Kebab n' Kurry is one such restaurant started in the
basement of a Back Bay building in the early 80s (Bombay Club).

One ofthe biggest difficulties for these restaurants was finding aplace
in Boston that sold ethnic Indian spices and grocery. Some restaura-
teurs mention in the stories on their website that they traveled to New
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York that had the closest Indian community and ethnic stores (Bom-
bay Club, Menon et al.). This also gave rise to the first Indian grocery
store in Cambridge, India Food and Spices that was started in 1984.

The all-vegetarian Indian restaurants, mostly owned by immi-
grants from the southern states of India followed much later.

The ones described above are macro trends among these communi-
ties and do not necessarily imply that members ofthese communities
did not work in other sectors. Apart from these, certain other mem-
bers of the Asian Indian community who were settled in Boston for
a longer period and more stable, began working on establishing cul-
tural markers that they were familiar with from their home country.

South India and Temples:
South India comprises the states Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Karnata-
ka and Tamil Nadu and union territories Lakshadweep and Tamil
Nadu. The southern states of India are a reason for the continua-
tion of English as an official language of India. They hailed from
a non-Hindi speaking belt and opposed the imposition of Hindi as
the official language of India. They are known for their strong sup-
port for English as the official administrative language of India and
education in English, a consistently high rate of literacy compared
to the rest of India and their inclination towards education and the
sciences. The South Indians are likely to be among the first high-
skilled migrants to Boston. Cultural markers that the early settlers
left behind can be helpful in telling stories of these communities.

Apart from the abovementioned characteristics, the South India
is known for an abundance of beautifully designed temples and
specially trained architects and sculptors who built these temples.

One of the earliest references to a Hindu Temple in Boston is
probably the International Society for Krishna Consciousness
(ISKCON) temple in Boston that has its founding history dating
back to 1965 when Srila Prabhupada, the founder of this com-
munity in the US conducted the first such prayers on the west-
ern soil in Boston. ISKCON is mainly made up of monotheist
members of the Gaudiya Vaishnava members of the Hindu com-
munity who hail from the state of Karnataka in India (ISKCON).

In late 70s, a bigger project for setting up a temple in the Boston
suburbs was developed when some Asian Indian immigrants who
had settled in Massachusetts thought of how impressed they were
with the Ganesh Temple built in New York and how they wished
they could have something similar in Massachusetts (Sri Lakshmi
Temple, 2007) This group decided to execute this idea and founded
New England Hindu Temple Inc in 1978 Each member initially
contributed $101 to raise funds for this project. They organized
their first congregation, a pooja'0 in Melrose and raised some more
funds. They moved their congregation to a more easily accessible
Needham (on Route 128) and purchased a plot of land in Ashland.
They decided to name the temple after Sri Lakshmi, the presid-
ing deity in this temple. In the Hindu culture, Lakshmi is consid-
ered to be the Goddess of wealth and the thought of dedicating the
temple to Lakshmi resonated with everyone since they had set-
tled in Boston in the pursuit of wealth, prosperity and well-being.

They employed the services of Sri Ganapathy Sthapa-
thy, a well-known temple architect from the Institute of Ar-

"Pooja is a holy function organized on auspicious occasions where worshippers
pray to a deity and seek its blessings.
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chitecture and Sculpture, Tamil Nadu who had earlier de-
signed the Ganesh Temple that they were all so impressed
with in New York. The temple was completely built in 1986.

Asian Indian immigrants from Africa:
Apart from these immigrants from Asia who identified their nation-
ality as Indians, the 70s and 80s also saw migration ofAsian Indians
from Africa, especially East Africa. Indians from the western and
northern parts of India (prior to British rule) traveled to East Africa
for trade. Many more Indians were brought into this region as slaves
during the British rule when the British colonized India as well as
countries in East and West Africa. Indians were taken as slaves
and laborers to work on railroad in the British colony of Nigeria.

Following decolonization in the 1960s when Kenya, Uganda and
Tanzania, countries that constituted East Africa became free, Asian
Indians either left or were forced out of these countries. This was
also the case in Nigeria where Indians fled after the Nigerian Civil
War that ended in the 1970s In East Africa, the most notable case
of forced migration occurred in the 70s when Idi Amin, a dicta-
tor who ruled Uganda forced Indians out of the county. Many of
these Indians fled and moved to Britain, Canada, US or moved
back to India. Some of those who moved to the US at this time
came to Massachusetts" due to the opportunities in the state.

Indian immigrants from East Africa thus joined the group of
high skilled and educated immigrants from South Asia who

"Vera Mindy Chokalingam better known as Mindy Kaling who starred as Kelly
Kapoor in the TV show The Office is the child of Asian Indian immigrants who
lived in Nigeria before moving to Cambridge, MA, Src: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/MindyKaling

came to work in the information technology and aligned in-
dustries in and around Boston. Immigrants who moved to Bos-
ton in these years recognize that they were comfortably set-
tled in their home countries with a steady job and a good salary
and moving to the US was a matter of choice since it provided
an opportunity to move away from excessive family ties and
start a new trajectory of career growth and economic ascent.

Other immigrants:
It is also interesting to note that US Census identifies about 9 ofimmi-
grants who identified their origins as India as Whites. India was colo-
nizedupto 1947 and itis likely thatthe people who migrated to Boston
from India were originally British who had continued to live in India
for some years before migrating to the United Kingdom or the US.

Apart from this, the 80s saw a significant rise in the popula-
tion of immigrants from other parts of South Asia. Prominent
among these was the rise of the Pakistani population. Immi-
grants from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Burma also started
moving to the Boston Metropolitan Area in small numbers.

Where did they go?
A majority of the Asian Indian population in the 70s and South
Asian groups of the 80s continued to concentrate in the Greater Bos-
ton Area. The concentration of Asian Indian immigrants in Boston
Metropolitan area is dense as is visible in Table 5 and Figure 26.

2021i'ii RN 1'111Il 5 1427 14 15 0 179
1485 1008 35 195 52 160

Table 5: Population of Asian Indian immigrants in Metropolitan Areas (SMSAs)
of Massachusetts, US Census Bureau, 1980
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South Asians All in Greater Boston Area, 1980 Figure 26: SouthAsians in Great-
~er Boston Area
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However, another circumferential corridor around Massa-
chusetts, the Interstate Highway 495 [1-495] was emerg-
ing as the outer boundary of the Greater Boston area and
some industries in the 70s and 80s had begun moving to
the locations between Route 128 and 1-495 that were eas-
ily accessible along these highway corridors Pockets of
Asian Indian communities developed in Worcester in the
70s and more Asian Indian communities towards Route
1-495 started emerging in the 80s. As a result of this, no-
table differences can be observed in the topmost neigh-
borhoods of choice for the Asian Indian immigrant settlers

BostonCity 1962 Cambridge 51 BostonCity 41 BostonCity 244 BostonCity 50
City

Cambridge 1386 BostonCity 41 Cambridge 11 Cambridge 113 Somerville 30
City City Cty City
Lowell City 1150 Stoneham 24 NatickTown 6 Brockton 52 Cambridge 20

Town City City
Somerville 653 Lowell City 22 Somerville City 6 Shrewsbury 47 MaidenCity 20
City Town
Waltham 653 Leominster 16 Great 3 Somerville 36 Winchester 16
City City Barrington City Town

Town
Framingha 642 Lexington 16 Lawrence City 3 Brookline 31 Amherst 15
m Town Town Town Town

Worcester 557 Stoughton 12 QLuincyCity 3 Barnstable 30 EverettCity 12
City Town Town
Burlington 529 Sturbridge 12 Randolph 3 HyannisCDP 28 Framingham 10
Town Town Town Town

Amherst 461 Worcester 10 Stoughton 3 Fitchburg 27 MedfordCity 10
Town City Town City
Shrewsbury 401 Sudbury 9 MiltonTown 2 Framingham 27 Southboroug 9
Town Town Town hTown
Brookline 358 Amherst 7 Norwood 2 Framinghan 27 Worcester a
Town Town Town CDP City

Newton 350 Somerville 7 South Hadley 2 Billerica 25 Lowell City 6
city City Town Town

Lexington 323 Sunderland 7 Sunderland 2 Lowell City 25 Needham 6
Town Town Town Town

MaldenCity 266 Watertovn 7 Weymouth 2 Waltham 25 NewtonCity 6
Town Town City

Andover 262 Burlington 6 WorcesterCity 2 QuincyCity 24 North 6
Town Toa AmherstCDP

Chelmsford 259 MaIdenCity 5 South 24 Northampto 6
Town Madley nCity

Town

Marlboroug 232 North 5 Newton City 20 Reading 6
h City Amherst Town

CDP

Woburn 224 Shrewsbury 5 Winthrop 6
city Town Town

Arlington 212 Woburnat 5
Town

Brockton 212
city
ActonTown 204

Table 6: Most populated pockets of South Asian settlement in Massachusetts by nation-
ality, 1980-90, Src: US Census Bureau, 1990: http://www.census.gov/prod/cen1990/
cpl/cp-1-23.pdf (Table 6)
who had been in Boston longer than the other South Asian communities.

Table 6 represents some of the denser agglomerations of South
Asians for each nationality. It can be clearly observed the except
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South Asians All in Greater Boston Area, 1990
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Figure27:Thegrowtb andspreadofpopulation from80stothe90s isvisible anddis-
tinct. Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990,: http://www.census.gov/prod/cen1990/cp1/
cp- 1-23.pdf(Table 6) Shapefiles from U.S. Census Bureau forcounty subdivisions

for the Sri Lankans, Boston and Cambridge ranked as the top
two densest cities for all groups of South Asian immigrants.

There was a visible transition in the settlement of Asian Indians
from the 70s to the 80s. Although they continued to live along
Route 128 as can be seen by their densest settlements in Massa-
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chusetts in Table 6, some of the Indian immigrants had moved
into the outer periphery of 1-495. Population of Andover and
Worcester grew even more in this period and a small suburban
town of Shrewsbury strategically located between Framingham
and Worcester with easy access to the interstate highway corri-
dors and Route 128 developed as a rapidly growing settlement.

Figure 27 shows a transition from the South Asian population
clusters in the 80s to the 90s. As the original Asian Indian im-
migrant population spread outwards with the influx of the newer
working population from India, new denser pockets that were not
as prominent in the 70s developed in the 80s. The darker colors
in Figure 27 trace the periphery of Route 128 and 1-495 where
a majority of these high technology companies were located.

In addition to this, some of the first waves of immigration from oth-
er parts of South Asia to Massachusetts appeared in the 80s as de-
picted in Table 6. These waves also added to the population growth.

Push Factors- Why did they leave their home countries:
The 70s and 80s were decades immediately following the abolish-
ment of the ban on Asian immigrants that had restricted their num-
bers in the earlier decades. Many ofthe Asian Indian immigrants who
moved to Boston in this period moved to reunite and settle with their
families. Others came to look for opportunities of career and eco-
nomic growth that an economically struggling India could not offer.

Media reports also indicate that the higher number of Paki-
stanis could also include immigrants from Afghanistan who
were trying to flee from a war torn country. Many AfghaCnis
in this period chose to immigrate via Pakistan to the US.



Figure 28: High technology companies spread outwards to the 1-495 corridor before the advent of the dot-com boom. Route
128 and 1-495 formed two outer boundaries of Boston., Image Src: Google Earth, Names of Companies, Src: Moments timeline

As discussed earlier in this paper, some of the Indian immi- boom in development in health sciences and biotechnology, there
grants did not really migrate from India but moved from Africa were many medical professionals and scientists moving to Boston.
to escape political tensions and dangers of a forced migration.

Pull Factors- Why did they come to Boston:
Boston's economy was struggling in the 70s and there was a tight
cap on employment. Some of those immigrants who moved to Bos-
ton in this period came to reunite with their families or find employ-
ment in lower-paying industries. Some ofthe first ethnic restaurants,
grocery stores and motels in Boston emerged in this period. With a

Through the 70s and 80s, agglomeration of high technology indus-
tries continued along Route 128. These industries continued to sup-
port Massachusetts economy through the 80s and were touted as the
'Massachusetts Miracle.' Such industries expanded into the outer
periphery of Greater Boston that was created by the circular Inter-
state 495. Figure 28 shows high technology industries that survived
through the 60s and 70s and the new ones that emerged in the 80s.
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Figure 29: At the beginning of 1990s, the South Asian immigrant population
in Greater Boston was a medley of Asian Indians (yellow) and newer waves
of immigrants from other countries of South Asia, Data: US Census Bureau,
1990: http://www.census.gov/prod/cen1990/cpI/cp- 1-23.pdf, Table 6, Image
Src: U.S. Census Bureau, County Subdivisions

CHAPTER 7: 1990s- RAPID GROWTH

The decade of 1990s spelt a dramatic boom in the IT industry. Greater
Boston, that was increasingly losing out to the Silicon Valley asAmer-
ica's high technology sector suffered further as major dot com indus-
tries that emerged in this period located themselves on the west coast.

South Asian immigrant population in California and New York
increased rapidly in this decade. The numbers also rose at a fast
rate for Massachusetts. But compared to their growth in these oth-
er states, the numbers were not as phenomenal. However, in this
decade, the South Asian population that settled in Massachusetts
became more aligned in the characteristics they possessed and in
their skill set. It was a predominantly well-educated, professional,
high-skilled South Asian population that settled in Massachusetts.

Whlo were the p~eople?

Between 1 990sand2000s,theAsianIndianpopulationwasthesecond
fastest growing population in Metro Boston atagrowth rate of 129per
cent [second to Hmong population- 355 per cent] (Asian American
Center). The growth seems phenomenal when one compares this to
the overall rate of growth in Boston, which was less than 6 per cent.

Boford

Ho*k"nton

bedy
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% AAs in
1990 2000 % Change 2000

Bmaesh alone - 544 - 0.2%
Cambodian 13,405 18,890 40.9% 8.5%
Chinese 50.713 78,415 54.6% 35.1%
Filipino 5,523 7,415 34.3% 3.3%
Hmong 228 1,038 355.3% 0.5%
Indian 17,978 41,240 129.4% 18.5%
Indonesian - 670 - 0.3%
Japanese 7,912 9,699 22.6% 4.3%
Korean 10,107 15,615 54.5% 70%
Laotian 3,797 3,576 -5.8% 1.6%
Malaysian - 199 - 0.1%
Pakastani - 1,821 - 0.8%
Sri Lankan - 602 - 0.3%
Taiwanese - 2,208 - 1.0%
Thai 1.314 1,969 49.8% 0.9%
Vietnamese 14,502 31,511 117.3% 14.1%
Othe~r i- 533 0.2%
Other Asian. not specified - 3,655 - 1.6%
Total Asian (one ethnicity) - 219,600 - 98.3%
Total Asian 131,453 223,424 70,0% 100,0%

Data Sets: U.S. Census 1990 Summary Tape File 1 (STF 1) 100% Data and U.S. Census 2000 Summary File 2 (STF 2)
100% Data

* This total reflects Asians Mo idenlilied themselves as one or more Asian subgroups.

Table 7: After the Hmongs, Asian Indians had the fastest population growth be-
tween 1990 and 2000. Population by Asian sub-groups. Src- Institute for Asian
American Studies (page 4), Data: U.S. Census Bureau

Table 7 gives a percentage change for South Asian groups in
Boston from 1990 to 2000 (Institute for Asian American Stud-
ies). Apart from a phenomenal rise of the Asian Indian com-
munity, also noteworthy is the emergence of Bangladeshi, Pa-
kistani and Sri Lankan communities in Boston between 1990
and 2000. There were 544 Bangladeshis, 1821 Pakistanis
and 602 Sri Lankans in this region by the beginning of 2000.

The table also shows that the share ofAsian Indians among the Asian
population became 18.5 per cent by the end of the 20th century. The
increase meant that almost one in five Asians in Massachusetts was

Indian

an Indian, a mark Ofvisible growth forAsian Indians in Massachusetts.

The population of Asian Indians [53.8% to 46.2%] and Pakistanis
[56.4% to 43.6%] in this period showed a higher proportion of male
population (Institute for Asian American Studies) as seen in Figure 30.
This pattern was reminiscent of the trend observed in earlier decades
where there are higher number of males in the working age group
and higher number of females in the 65 years and above age group.

Changes favorable to high technology industries and workers in
India took place in the 1990s. New immigration policies were en-
forced in the U.S. in 1990 that prioritized skill-set and immedi-
ate family in the criteria for acceptance of potential immigrants.

However, the most phenomenal characteristic of South Asians who
immigrated to Massachusetts was a vast difference in the trajectory

18%
16%
14%-
12%-
10% -- Male
8% - Femle

4%
2%
0%
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Figure 30: The
proportion of
Indians in the
working age
group was high
in Massachu-
setts. There
were consis-
tently slightly
lower number
of females in
this age group.
Src: Institute for
Asian American
Studies, page 8,
Data: U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau 2010:
http://www.cen-
sus.gov/prod/
cenl990/cpl/
cp-1-23.pdf (Ta-
ble 26,55,62)
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Figure 31: Household Income Distribution for Asian sub-groups in Massa-
chusetts. The graphs are bimodal for every sub-group above except the Asian
Indians that is skewed to the right in the higher income bracket. Src: Insti-
tute for Asian American Studies (page 13), Data: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010

of their income from other Asians. Figure 31, sourced from the Asian
Americans in Metro Boston Report (Institute for Asian American Stud-
ies) shows the striking difference in the immigrant population groups
from different regions of Asia. The Cambodians, the Chinese and the
Vietnamese showed a bi-modal income graph with the concentra-
tion of a large proportion of their population in two distinct income
groups. The Indian immigrant population leaned towards the furthest
end of the income graph indicating a high influx of Asian Indian
immigrants with professional skills and higher levels of education.

Table 12. Poverty Status of Families by Race and Latino Origin

Wie Black or
Asian Am. White Ar. Am. Nat Am. Latino TOTAL POP

12.3% 4.4% 17.7% 18.7% 26.2% 6.4%

Table 13. Poverty Status of Families by Asian Subgroup

Cambodian Chinese Filipino Hmong Indian Japanese
23.9% 9.9% 7.4% 17.4% 5.3% 13.0%

Korean I Laotian I Pakistani I Thai I Vietnamese
14.6% 5.0% 23.3%1 10.6% 212%

Table 8: Poverty status of families by Race and Asian Sub-group in Massa-
chusetts. Pakistani immigrants have a quarter of their population in poverty.
Src: Institute for Asian American Studies (table 14) Data: U.S. Census
Bureau, 2000
The 1990s thus marked a major transformation in the in-
come distribution of Asian Indian population from previ-
ous decades that was more dispersed across the income
groups. Change in immigration policies tending towards
skills and merit and the focused and steady growth of high
technology sector and education institutions in Massachu-
setts was primarily responsible for attracting this population.

The sub-groups of South Asian immigrants howev-
er, were at extreme ends of the spectrum. Table 8 pres-
ents data on poverty among Asians in Massachusetts.

Pakistani [23.3 per cent] and Cambodians [23.9 per

Table 19. Average Household Size by Asian Subgroup

Cambodian Chinese I Filipino I HmongI Indian I Japanese I
4.6 2.9 2.71 6.51 2.7 2.0

Korean I Laotian I Pakistani I Thai I Vietnamese
2.4 4.4 3.81 2.3 3.9

Table 9: Average Household Size for Asians in Massachusetts, Src: Institute
for Asian American Studies (page 20), Data Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000
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cent] made up the highest proportion of Asian immigrants
in the below poverty group of residents in Massachusetts.
Asian Indians who immigrated to the U.S. in the 1960s did not
come as families. However, the transition period saw an upsurge of
families. However, the trend was a bit different for Pakistani immi-
grants as noticed in table 9 (Institute for Asian American Studies).

Pakistanis immigrating to Massachusetts in the 1990s were some of
the early settlers from the Pakistani sub-group in Boston. Although
Pakistanis had begun coming to Massachusetts in late 70s and 80s,
their presence became significant in the years succeeding the 90s.
However, in this early period of struggle and settlement, the house-
hold size ofPakistani immigrants was higher than the household size
of its SouthAsian neighbor. This indicates a greatertendency among
Pakistanis to immigrate as families. Lack of employment opportu-
nity for every family member and the need for schooling for their
children could be a reason that this group had a higher percentage of
its population in the below poverty status group in Massachusetts.

100%-

70% -

30%_

20%-

1G%

I ~

Figure 32: Home-ownership patterns, tenure among Asian sub-groups in
Massachusetts, Src: Institute for Asian American Studies (page 20), Data: U.S.
Census Bureau, 2000

Overall, less than 40 per cent of Indians and Pakistanis invested
in buying homes and lived in renter occupied housing- a sign of
greater presence of newly immigrated population (Figure 32).

While 72.6 per cent of Indians were employed in management,
professional and related occupations, less than 50 per cent Paki-
stanis were employed in these occupations and an almost equal
proportion was employed in sales and office occupations. The rep-
resentation of Pakistanis in the Sales and office occupations was

C oean Chinese Pait istng Indian Jaetnese
Management,
pmofesslonal, and
Mated occupons 16% 57.2% 532% 15.0% 726% 67.0%
Service occupations 96% 15.1% 1 ..5% 40% 5A% .2%
Sales and alike
etUpaons 2015% 17 % 20.1% 19.0% 14,0% 2I.4%

Fatming, fisitin,
and forestry
occupations 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
cQnsruction
extracion, and
minatenance
occupations 4.1% 1.9% . % 13% 0.%
Producton,
transprtation, and
mateal moving
accueions o A6% 8 % 8.5epy 57i5%n 6% 3.8%

sachsets190-00 IKorean Laotian Pakistani Thai Vietnamese
Maoaement,
professional, and
related occupations W59% 11.9% 44.8% 39.9% 26-4%
Servce occuations 92% 7.1% 8.1% 27.7% 13.2%
Sales and office
occupations 21.1% 13.9% 40.1% 18.3% 20.4%
Farming, fishing,
and forestry
occupations 0.0% 048% 0.0% 0.0% 0,3%

extraction, and
mainteniance
occupations 0.8% 4.9% 1.1% 2.2% 72%
Production.
transpotation, and
material moving
Occupations 12.3% 61.6% 5.9% 12.0% 32.5%

Table 10: Occupations for Asians employed in the Civilian Labor Force, Mas-
sachusetts 1990-2000, image Src: Institute for Asian American Studies, Data
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 (page 17)
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the highest for any Asian Sub-group. A high proportion of Thai
in the service occupations could be due to their large presence in
the restaurant business in Massachusetts. Asian Indians did not
take to intense labor-oriented jobs in construction, maintenance,
transportation and material moving. This was also the case with
Pakistanis in Massachusetts in the 1990s, according to table 10.
Where did they go?
The population of Asian Indians in Massachusetts was greatly
concentrated in the Boston-Worcester-Lawrence area. Figure 33
gives a comparison of the proportion of Asian Indian population
to other Asian sub-groups. However, the Asian Indian population
did spread to other areas of Massachusetts in the 1990s as can be
seen in figure 33 and table 11 where the Boston-Worcester-Law-
rence belt has the highest population of Asian Indians. Howev-
er, Springfield and Providence-Fall River-Warwick metro areas

Boston-Worcester-Lawrence,
MA Portion

ml"

Figure 33: Asian
population in
Boston-Worces-
ter-Lawrence
region, 2000.
Src: U.S.
Census Bu-
reau, 2000
(See table 11)

a Boston-Worcester-
Lawrence. MA Portion

0

have a significant proportion of Asian Indian population as well.

Table 12 shows the cities and suburbs where the largest groups
of Asian Indian immigrants settled (Institute for Asian Ameri-
can Studies). It shows an interesting shift in movement of the

Barnstable-Yarmouth, MA 163 262 97 70 111 64 167
Boston-Worcester-
Lawrence, MA Portion 40478 80008 7208 9611 15433 31235 35136

Pittsfield, MA 320 121 41 46 77 78 96
Providence-Fall River-
Warwick, MA Portion 756 598 187 83 165 276 2156
Springfield, MA 1816 2897 564 553 1284 2220 1956

Table 11: Where did the Asian immigrant population live in the 1990s? The
above table looks at metropolitan areas and in cases where the areas over-
lap neighboring states, the population given here is only for the Massa-
chusetts portion of the metropolitan area. Src: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000

Indian population to the outer periphery of Metro Boston. Al-
most all of the most populated suburbs are along Route 128
with the exception of Shrewsbury and Worcester closest to
the 1-495 which forms the outer periphery of Metro Boston.

Another recorded group from South Asia in the U.S. Cen-
sus Report 2000, Pakistan, had its immigrant population set-
tled in Boston (267) and Cambridge (125), a tendency depict-
ed by almost all immigrant groups that initially moved to the

central urban core before moving outwards into the suburbs.

Push Factors: Why did they leave their homeland?
The 1990s marked a pe-

Indian Table 12: Ten no. fmsieimga
Boston 4,442 largest agglom- riod of massive immigra-

Cambre 2,720 erations of Asian tion from India to the oth-

Lowell 2424 Snrc Ins te orn, er parts of the world. India
Waltham 1,580 Asian American adopted a liberalization
Burlington 1,570 Studies, Page 6 policy in 1990s that opened

Fmilgham 1,383 its doors to foreign inves-
Shrewsbury 1,148 tors. Indians seeking em-
Ouincy 1,127 ployment in multination-
Worcester 1.021 al organizations saw this

90000
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
-1 AflA
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as an opportunity to seek employment with such firms. The dif-
ference in the value of an American dollar to the Indian Rupee
was great and earning in American Dollars seemed like an at-
tractive prospect to the highly skilled immigrants who were like-
ly to find jobs in the U.S. in the era of merit-based immigration.

The dot com boom of the 1990s led to a growth of engineering and
high technology companies inthe U.S., a sector conducive to the skill
sets of South Asians, especially from India. With a greater emphasis
on skill-sets and merit as criteria for U.S. immigration, India saw one
ofthe biggesteconomic migrationthat ithad seen inthe 20th century.

Pull Factors: Why did they come to Boston?
Mosaic browser (that later became Netscape Navigator) revolu-
tionalized the use of internet and made it a household name. A con-
sequence of this revolution was a rise in dot-com industries. Seeing
a potential in the use of internet to conduct businesses, new compa-
nies interested in e-commerce emerged. The rage was so immense
that when these companies opened their stock for initial public of-
fering, the number of investors interested in buying their shares
increased at a phenomenal rate. Anything ending in dot-com or be-
ginning with an 'e-' became a trend in this period. Several dot com
companies of this time became an overnight sensation. This led to
fears that the dot-com bubble that was rising in the 1990s would
soon burst. This did not stop the companies from growing and by
the end of 1990s, Silicon Valley had become home to some of the
biggest giants of this era- Yahoo, eBay, Cisco and later, Google.
Amazon, headquartered in Washington also emerged in this period.

Massachusetts continued to have a more guarded approach to the
revolution in this period. Some of the biggest employers in the high

technology sector in Massachusetts in this period were companies
founded in the late 1970s and mid 1980s- EMC and Mathworks.
However, information technology [IT] giants from California and
other high technology companies from the west coast began invest-
ing in Massachusetts towards the end of the 20th century and early
2000s by setting up new branches or acquiring smaller companies
in Massachusetts. Apart from the IT industries, Greater Boston
flourished in its biotechnology sector. Biogen, Genzyme [founded
in 1981] (Genzyme), EMD Millipore [The Merck Group] and the
Massachusetts General Hospital continued to be the biggest em-
ployers in the biotechnology sector. Massachusetts continued to
hold its dominant historic position in biotechnology and allied sci-
ences. Medical and health science programs at schools in Greater
Boston also attracted immigrant student population from this field.
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CHAPTER 8: 2000s- NEW WAVES

Immigration policies in the U.S. received a very serious atten-
tion when September 11, 2001 terror attacks in New York shook
the nation. The steps involved tightening border security and
emphasizing attention towards illegal immigration in the U.S.
A consequence of these decisions was that the U.S. immigration
policies relied on evidence of professional skills and immediate
family as the most important criteria for allowing immigration.

This further streamlined South Asian immigration and reflected in
the household, education and income categories of South Asian im-
migrants, notably in Massachusetts. There was a noticeable change
in Massachusetts' policies and approach towards start-ups and in-
novation, seed funding and tax incentives that also contributed
to the growth of young Asian Indian entrepreneurs in this region.

Who were the people?
A majority of the findings for the 2000s are based on the American
Community Survey [ACS] Report for 2010, 5-year estimates for
Massachusetts. Since ACS was only initiated in 2000 and the details
it provided evolved over the years, information on South Asians
for years before 2005 is not available. However, the five year esti-
mates tell a story of the South Asian immigrants in the decade of
2000-2009. In the ACS data, South Asians are identified as South
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Figure 34: Data on Citi-
zens-Non-Citizens, South
Asians in Massachusetts. Src:
American Community Sur-
vey, 2010, 5 year estimates,
ACS_10_5YR_S0505

-M 000er later
17,824

(45A40%)

Central Asians. The definition adopted in this thesis for South
Asians considers these nations [see Glossary] and hence, a differ-
ence in nomenclature would not affect the data used for this study.

According to figure 34, more than half of those who identified their

origins as South Asians were not citizens of the U.S. Almost half

[45.40 per cent] ofthose who were non-citizens came to Massachu-

setts in 2000 or later. This suggests that a majority ofthe SouthAsian

population in Massachusetts is a non-citizen working population

or enrolled in schools as students. It also suggests that the influx of

South Asian immigrants has grown maintaining a higher propor-

tion of South Asian population in the younger, working age group.

Going back to the beginning of the 21st century, media reports

following the 2001 terror attacks published stories on discrimina-

tion and attacks on South Asians in many parts of the U.S. Bor-

Educational Attainment, South Asians in
Massachusetts, 2010
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Less than high High school Some college or Bachelor's degree Graduate or
school graduate graduate associate's degree professional

(includes degree
equivalency)
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Figure 35: Educational attainment of South Asians in Massachusetts, Src:
American Community Survey, 2010, 5 year estimates, ACS_10_5YR_S0505
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Figure 36: Ability to speak English and Second language at home,
South Asians in Massachusetts by counties, American Com-
munity Survey, 2010, 5 year estimates, ACS 10_5YRSO505

der security regulations for entry in the U.S. had further tightened.

Immigration to the U.S. from South Asia that succeed-
ed these years of tightened immigration control was heavi-
ly skills-based with another immediate priority to close fam-

p1tio (2010)
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ily members. Immigrants who came from South Asia were
largely well-educated, highly skilled, professional or exhib-
ited promises of gaining skills through education in the U.S.

Figure 35 shows the educational attainment levels of South Asians
in Massachusetts in 2010. The rise in the graph towards the right
end of the horizontal axis shows that a higher number of South
Asians had a bachelor's or a higher degree of education. The low-
er level of educational attainment in Hampden County of Massa-
chusetts that is furthest away from Metro Boston core is striking.

The level of comfort with communicating in English how-
ever, shows variations by counties (Figure 36). The low-
er level of educational attainment of Hampden county is
also reflected in the ability to speak English among its South
Asian residents. Almost 50 per cent of those in the Hamp-
den County claimed limited comfort with speaking in English.

It is also noteworthy that in almost all counties of Massachu-
setts, South Asians spoke English and another language at home.
This is a characteristic of many first generation immigrants
who try to retain their mother tongue and other cultural affil-
iations at home and within the community. The second genera-
tion of immigrants is likely to feel closer to their new homeland
and identify with the American culture. It is also likely that the
second generation is subject to some of the cultural obligations
continued by their parents who are the first generation immi-
grants. It means that a majority of the population that speaks a
second language at home has a strong presence of first genera-
tion immigrants. This indicates that the influx of new immigrants
from South Asia into Massachusetts is greater than the settled

population who are citizens and second generation immigrants.

The higher rate of comfort with speaking in English among South
Asians can be attributed to two major cultural reasons. The medi-
um of instruction in higher level educational institutions in coun-
tries like India is predominantly English. The other more crucial
factor that necessitates ability to communicate in English among
South Asians is the vast diversity in languages and dialects spoken
across the Indian sub-continent. English is one of India's official
languages of administration. The colonial legacy of English serves
as a uniting factor among South Asians who come from diverse
linguistic backgrounds. The ability to speak English also helped
South Asians immigrate more easily than other Asians into the U.S.

In a report based on immigration trends in Boston in 2000,
the Institute for Asian American Studies noted that the me-
dian household income for Asian Indians, the biggest group
among South Asians was higher than any other Asian sub-
group (Table 13) (Institute for Asian American Studies).

The trend is reflected in 2010 data from the ACS that depicts the
Table 9. Median Household income by Asian Subgroup

Cambodian Chinese Filipino Hmong indian I Japanese
$37,295 S52,121 S60,524 S46,8751 71,771 $38,033

1 Korean I Laotian I Pakistani I Thai I Vietnamese
$40.408 $50,893 $45,174 $44,167 $42,402

Table 13: Median Household Income of Asian Groups, 2000 Image Src: Institute
of Asian American Studies (Page 12), Data Source, US Census Bureau, 2010
income distribution of South Asians by counties. Figure 37 shows
the income distribution for South Asians. The trend continues from
the 1990s where South Asians represented the cream of the Asian
American immigrants in Massachusetts earning higher than any
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Earnings in the past 12 months, South Asians, Massachusetts-2010
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Figure 37: South Asians in Massachusetts- earnings in the past 12 months for
full-time, year-round workers, Source: American Community Survey, 2010, 5
year estimates

other Asian sub-group. The bulk of the South Asian population
is concentrated in the higher income group of $75,000 or more
earnings in 2010 indicating that a majority of the South Asian
population in Massachusetts is a working population employed
in the high-technology sector of Greater Boston needing high-
skilled labor. A smaller peak for the Suffolk county is represen-
tative of the student population in Boston. For example, North-
eastern University in Boston, Suffolk county reported a 74 per
cent increase in the number of Asian American students enrolled
in degree programs at the university (Asian American Center).

A dip in the orange section representing Suffolk County on the
income graph in Figure 37 also indicates that South Asians earn-
ing higher tend to live outwards in the suburbs and that the low-
er income earning population is concentrated in the urban core.

About 41 per cent of South Asians settled in Hampden County earn
$50,000 or more, an exception for the rest of the South Asian com-
munity where more than 50 per cent of the population earns in
the higher income bracket. The results are surprising since Hamp-
den county is home to Springfield, one of the two major cities that
form a Knowledge-Corridor in the western end of Massachusetts
and have emerging high technology companies in the region.

The income patterns are
Population 16 years $1 to
and over with $9,999

further substantiated with employ-
$10,000 $15,000 $25,000 $35,000 $50,000 $75,000
to to to to to or

Counties earnings or loss $14,999 $24,999 S34,999 $49,999 $74,999 more

Bristol 978 0 5.1 9.8 7.8 7.6 18.9 50.8

Essex 1624 0.6 4.4 7.3 6.7 8.1 16.7 56.2

Hampden 942 3.1 17.6 15.6 14.9 18.4 22.9

Middlesex 14888 0.3 0.7 5.7 7 11.5 26.1 48.7

Norfolk 4721 1.9 L2 32 6.2 10.7 18.9 57.9

Suffolk 2485 0.8 3.5 20.5 8.9 9.5 23.6 33.2

Worcester 3906 0.5 1.2 3.2 6.2 14.3 22 52.7

Table 14: Percentage of South Asian population in Massachusetts by income

groups. Src: American Community Surver, 2010 (5-year estimates)

ment data for South Asian immigrants aged 16 and above.
The outermost circle in figure 38 indicates the percentage of
South Asian immigrants in civilian labor force and employed
in Massachusetts in 2010. The unemployed population of
South Asians in Massachusetts across all counties is miniscule.

The working population of South Asians in Massachusetts shows
a commitment to live longer in the state. This is reflected in the
higher proportion of married couple families of South Asians set-
tled in Massachusetts. Except for the Suffolk County, more than
70 per cent of those settled in all other counties of Massachu-
setts reported in the census data are married couples (Figure 39).

The desire to live longer in the state among South Asian immi-
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Employment Status, South Asians in
Massachusetts, 2010
Bristol

80-L

H Hampden

o Not in Labor Force

=Eli~n Civilian Labor Force-
Employed

In Civilian Labor Force-
Unemployed

m n Armed Forces

Figure 38: Employment Status of South Asians in Massachusetts, the further
outward the population for a county is, higher is the proportion of these im-
migrants in the county area. Src: ACS 2010, 5-year estimates, ACS_10_5YR-
S0505
grants is further seen in the home ownership patterns among
these immigrants. Except for the Suffolk and Hampden coun-
ties, almost half of the South Asians living in all of the other
counties reported a greater tendency to buy residential proper-
ties (Table 15). The household size for owner-occupied housing

90% - ---- -
80% *-
70% -
60% - ~
50%------------------
40%~----------------

30% - --- -
20% ~
10%
0%

& ~e?

" In other households

* In married-couple family

Figure 39: Household type of South Asian families- married-couple or other
families. Src: ACS 2010, 5-year estimates.

is also bigger indicating the presence of families among South
Asians. This was also observed through the study of figure 39.

0< upted housing Oner-oupied Renoer occupied site of ownef w~e of lenter 1
Counties unaits nouising units housing unit, orrupied Unit Oc<upied 111n't

Bristol 860 52.9 47.1 3.19

Essex 1465 59.5 40.5 3.27
Hampden 1110 33.2 66.8 3.52

Middlesex 13152 49.9 50.1 3.33

Norfolk 4098 43.6 56.4 3.3
Suffolk 3048 29 71 3.04

Worcester 3489 49.8 50.2 3.51

Table 15: Home ownership- Owner vs. Renter Occupied Housing by coun-
ties. South Asians in Massachuseetts, Src: ACS 2010, 5-year estimates,
ACS_10_5YR_S0505

1.87
2.63

3

2.64
2.65

2.3
2.63

The number of students admitted to graduate schools in Metro
Boston increased significantly in this decade as noted previous-
ly in the case of Northeastern University and in Tabel 16 from
the statistics provided by the International Students Office, MIT.

The numbers indicate that more than half of the students came
to pursue their graduate level degrees at MIT. This pool of grad-
uates from schools in the Greater Boston Area, mostly in engi-
neering, medicine and biotechnology provide a supply for exist-
ing major employers like EMC and Mathworks; newly created
IT giants of the late 90s such as Google, Amazon and Cisco that

Total Asia
India

Afghanistan
8angladessh
Bhutan

Burma -(Myanmar)
Nepal

Pakistan
Sri Lanka

1674 1089
295 158

1
5 13

13

30
9

2
6

31
6

53.72%
86.71%

-100.00%
-61.54%

-50.00%
116.67%

-3.23%

50.00%

Table 16: Number of stu-
dents from South Asia admit-
ted to MIT every year. Src:
International Student Statis-
tics, MIT International Stu-
dents Office. http://web.mit.
edu/iso/about/statistics.shtml
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acquired smaller companies in Massachusetts or established their
offices in this region; and many other small to mid-size compa-
nies in this region. This was also true for the biotechnology in-
dustry and employers such as Novartis, Biogen and Genzyme.

This is an attractive prospect not only for these organiza-
tions but also for the South Asian immigrants looking for ad-
vanced education and better work opportunities. This is a ma-
jor driving force that lures students from South Asia to Boston.

The SouthAsianpopulation constitutes a smallpercentage ofthe total
population of Massachusetts but makes up a greater share of taxable
population. Table 17 is arepresentationofthe earnings ofSouthAsian

INCOME IN THE PAST 12MONTHS lIN 2010 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS)

Counties Households With e rnings With Social S curity income

MeanSocial
Percentage Mean earnings Percentage Securityincome
Population (dollars) Population (dollars)

Bristol 860 96.4 1,634.00 12.4 15,107.00
Essex 1,465 97.1 122,274.00 6 17,085.00
Hampden 1;iko a97 6iQ41.00 9.3 17,451.00
Middlesex 13,152 95.8 122,731.00 8.1 14,807.00
Norfolk 4,098 95.6 141,049.00 6.7 18,329.00
Suffolk 3,048 86.8 101,988.00 2.1 10,480.00
Worcester 3,489 93.1 112584.00 4.7 12,850.00

Table 17: Income in the past 12 months, South Asians in Massachusetts, Src:
ACS 2010, 5 year estimates, ACS_10_5YRS0505

immigrant population and their share in the social security income.

Where did they go?
Figure 40 is a representation of the distribution of South Asian
population by age. A higher presence of South Asians in the 25-
44 years age group shows that there was a great influx of immi-
grants from South Asia that maintained the higher proportion of
youth among the South Asian population, a characteristic that

South Asian Population distribution by age, 2010
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Figure 40: South Asian population in different age groups. Population is heav-
ily concentrated at the center of the graph. Src: ACS 2010, 5 year estimates,
ACS_10_5YR_S0505
has been prevalent since the inception of this trend in the 60s.

About 92 per cent South Asians from the Suffolk county who
were enrolled in schools went to college or graduate school. The
proportion of students enrolled in high school or lower grade was
higher in Hampden, Essex and Worcester counties (Figure 41).

The 2000s also saw the emergence of a new trend among im-
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School Enrollment, South Asians in
Massachusetts-2010
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Graph 5c: Immigrant Groups Founding Engineering and Technology Companies in
Massachusetts
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Figure 41: South Asians in Massachusetts, Enrollment in schools by counties.
Src: ACS 2010, 5-year estimates, ACS_10_5YRS0505
migrants in the U.S. An outcome of the dot-corn boom that af-
fected the U.S. in the 1990s and 2000s led to a rise of entre-
preneurs in software, engineering and technology fields all over
the U.S., especially in technology clusters and agglomerations.

Massachusetts attracted immigrants to this state seeking such op-
portunities. The state increasingly attracted young, brilliant im-
migrants who studied at schools like MIT and started their own
organizations. South Asians have ranked high in the share of
founders who started companies in Greater Boston in the last de-
cade. Figure 42 (Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007) is a representa-
tion of the share of founders by national origin in Massachusetts.

India, with a share of 10 per cent among founders of for-
eign origin, is second only to Israel and shares a spot with
Germany in the national origin of founders establishing en-
gineering and technology companies in Massachusetts. A
detailed analysis of Indian immigrant entrepreneurs in tech-

Figure 42: Founders who have started companies between 1995-2005 in Mas-
sachusetts. Share of founders by nation of origin. Src: Wadhwa, Saxenian et
al.,. 2007, page 17

Chart fa: Industries in which Immigrants from India are Founding Companies
Computs I!

Communiczatbs

Defense I Aerospace
8Po%,n*nc 0%2%

Envonimtntl
.. 2~71%
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Figure 43: Industries in which Asian Indian immigrants in the US are predominantly
founding companies. Src: Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007, page 20
nology also brings to light their preference in industries. Fig-
ure 43 is a representation of industries in which Indian immi-
grants have founded companies (Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007).

The inclination of South Asians towards engineering and high
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technology fields can also be seen among non-entrepreneurial
working population of Massachusetts. Figure 44 shows the in-
dustries in which South Asians were employed in 2010. The fur-
ther away from the center the colors are, the more inclined is the
South Asian working population to be employed in that sector.

In figure 44, it is evident that a majority of South Asians in the
suburb were employed in the professional, scientific and manage-
ment fields. In the Suffolk county, the education and health care
sector seem to be the primary employers. Hampden county shows

Industry, South Asians in Massachusetts, 2010
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Figure 44: South Asians in Massachusetts by county and Industry, Src: ACS
2010, 5 year estimates, ACS_10_5YR_S0505
the highest employment rate in the retail sector followed by man-
ufacturing and education and health care. Those employed in pro-
fessional, scientific and management field are the lowest in this
county. This is also reflected in the income trends of South Asian
immigrants in Hampden county referred to earlier in this paper.
A pattern that has continued through all of the decades of South
Asian immigration in Massachusetts is that the male-female ratio
is close to equal but leans on the higher side for the working males.

U
U

ml U U

Bristol Essex Hampden Middlesex Norfolk Suffolk Worcester

* Male 0 Female

Figure 45: Sex ratio, South Asians in Massachusetts Src: ACS 2010 survey, 5
ear estimates, ACS 10 5YR S0505
his is exactly the ojiposite of the pattern seen among Filipinos and

Japanese (Institute for Asian American Studies, Page 7) where the

immigrants are predominantly females. Figure 45 gives a detailed

understanding of how the male-female ratio changes across coun-

ties. The difference in the number of males and females from the

South Asian community is the most pronounced for Essex county

and almost equal for Norfolk, Hampden and Worcester counties.

Vehicles Available

Bristol
Essex
Hampden
Middlesex
Norfolk
Suffolk
Worcester

7.4
6.3

23.4
9.6
6.6

43.8
6

92.6
93.7
76.6
90.4
93.4
56.2

94

Table 18: Vehicles
available, South
Asians in Massachu-
setts, Src: ACS 2010-
5 year estimates,
ACS_10_5YR_S0505
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South Asians largely lived in the suburbs and drove to their work-
place. Table 18 provides information on vehicle ownership of
South Asians by counties. Except for the Suffolk and Hampden
counties, over 90 per cent of those living in the suburbs owned
one of more vehicles. Suffolk County, that has a lower number
of vehicle owners is well-connected internally with transportation
network and comprises student population with lower earnings.

Push Factors: Why did they leave their homeland?
Following the dot-com boom, consultancies offering services to
engineering and technology companies grew rapidly, especially
in India. Multi-national companies such as Patni Systems, IBM
from the U.S. and Infosys in India increasingly undertook proj-
ects and outsourced development and customer support work to
India. A consequence of this was creation of new jobs in India
for engineers and those with technical expertise. The same was
also true for management professionals and the Business Process
Outsourcing (BPOs) that became a rage in India due to the mas-
sive number of jobs they created that employed the youth and
catered to their aspiration of working with international clients.

four.-ar SadeOwr Dims in EngCo mper See, and wonatin Tenodobgy
amded from ies to 2inne Site, miand china

tkadgs IlaW11Z1 U1~ 344r 139M3 13.4

btig~UM212A10 3,210

Table 19: Number of undergraduate degrees in engineering and computer
sciences earned in the U.S., India and China between 1999 and 2004. Src:
Wadhwa, Gereffi et al., 2007, page 75 (Page 3 of the article pdf file)

MIT Intake of Students from India for Graduate Programs
Year 201t~ 2 M 0 20! 207; 10" 05
India _245 233, 221 246 215: 212! 221

Yea 20041 2003 2co2 sal 2-
India 209 202 185 1681 1s 135s

Table 20: International Student Statistics from MIT International Students'
office. Src: MIT International Students Office, http://web.mit.edu/iso/about/
statistics.shtml

Many ofthese organizations that outsourced projects to Indiaalso got
these employees to come to the main offices in the U.S. on a tempo-
rary basis to work for a few months or a few years. Many ofthe South
Asian immigrants who migrated to the U.S. in 2000s were a product
of this new trend of outsourcing of work to the Indian sub-continent.

This trend also influenced the youth and they increasingly took
to engineering disciplines. Between 1999 and 2000, there was
a significant jump in the number of engineering degrees award-
ed to students in India. Table 19, based on a study of engineers
in India, U.S. and China sheds some light on this develop-
ment (Wadhwa, Gereffi et al., 2007). Between 2000 and 2001,
the number of students who earned a bachelor's degree jumped
by around 27,000 whereas the jump was merely about 7000 in
the U.S. This also reflects in the later years in table 19 where
the jumps are smaller for the U.S. and higher for the Indians.

However, engineering degrees awarded at the masters' lev-
el tell another story. Figure 46 from the same report (Wadhwa,
Gereffi et al., 2007) show that the number of Master's and
Doctoral degrees awarded in the U.S. are higher than in In-
dia. Table 20, based on statistics provided by the MIT Interna-
tional Students' Office also tells a story of the number of Indi-
ans coming to the U.S. to get an advanced professional degree.
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Ten-Year Trend in Engineering and Technology
Masters Degrees in the United States, China,
and India (Actual and Estimated Data)
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The rage of the dot com
boom, opportunities of em-
ployment and better life in
the U.S. and the prospect of
working in the high technolo-
gy sector in the U.S. attracted
many engineers with a bach-
elor's degree to pursue their
graduate studies in the U.S.

The desire to pursue graduate
studies in the U.S. was further
supported with increase in the
acceptance of students from
the Indian sub-continent. The
table of statistics from the In-
ternational Students Office at
MIT reflects this trend. Also, it
is a matter of prestige among
middle class Asian Indian
families to have their children
pursuing advanced studies
in specialized skills abroad.

Figure 46: Students gaining Master's
and PhD degrees in India, U.S., Chi-
na, Src: Wadhwa, Gereffi et al., 2007,
page 79 (Page 7 of the article pdf file)

In spite of the recession that hit the U.S. and all global mar-
kets, employment did not suffer massively for the South
Asian immigrants in Boston. The American Community Sur-
vey for 2007, 2008 and 2009 does not show a prominent dip
in the employment status of South Asians. The unemploy-
ment rate for Asian Indians remained steady between 6-7 per
cent in this period (ACS 2006, 2007, 2008- 1 year estimates).

Pull Factors: Why did they come to Boston?
The decade of 1990 saw a great increase in the flow of Asian im-
migrants to the west coast. The growth of high technology sector
and a conducive environment for starting companies and employ-
ment in Silicon Valley, California made many Asian immigrants

gravitate towards California. This trend reflects to some extent
in figure 47 that shows the states where immigrants are founding
companies in the U.S. (Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007). Massa-

Table 2: U.s. States where linmnigrants are Founding Engineering and Technology
Comnpaies

7,--7

Figure 47: U.S. States where Immigrants are forming high technology com-
panies. Src: Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007, page 13)
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chusetts is above the national average but lower than California
[highest Chinese population in the Asian sub-group] and New
Jersey [highest Asian Indian population in the Asian sub-group].

A study of engineering and technology companies already founded
by immigrants between 1995 and 2005 also tells a similar story. It is
likely that the opportunities available in California, New Jersey and
Florida were more conducive for forming technology companies.
However, as previously mentioned, educational institutions in
Metro Boston continue to attract South Asian students to the area.
Also, over the last decade, Massachusetts has seen a steady growth
of start-ups, mid-range companies and inflow of IT giants from
the west coast setting up offices in Massachusetts. Some of the
more recent trends involve development of Kendall Square in
Cambridge near MIT where such big high technology companies
from computer and bio medical sciences have set up their offices
to tap into the pool of talent generated at major schools in Met-
ro Boston such as MIT and Harvard University among others.

Chart 3: Breakdown of Engineering andi Technology Companie% Founded by
Immigrants from 1995 to 2005 by State

Figure 48: States where immigrants have founded high technology companies
between 1995-2005, Src: Wadhwa, Saxenian et al., 2007, page 13
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SECTION III
Section III presents a conclusion to this paper.
There are two chapters in this section- Conclusion and anAfterword.

The Conclusion summarizes the paper and describes
briefly some of the observations made in this paper.

However, working on this paper also led to several questions.
The Afterword is a space dedicated to such
questions and scope for future research.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION
Thefirstreal wave ofimmigration from SouthAsiatothe United States
as is seen today began in the post Second-World War period after the
Immigration and Nationality Act, 1965 (Hart-Celler Act) was im-
plemented. This Act abolished the quota system that had maintained
the predominance of the white race in the US and it opened doors for
people from Asia who could enter United States in greater numbers.

South Asian immigration, especially the immigration of Asian
Indians was predominantly economic in nature. Right from the
beginning of the first wave of immigrants in the 1960s (follow-
ing the Hart Celler Act), immigrants from India were attract-
ed to the abundant education, research and employment op-
portunities in high technology industries in Greater Boston.

The paper studied this wave of South Asian immigrant community
in Massachusetts and how it has evolved over the years. It studies
these waves through the decades from their inception in the 1960s
to the present describing the early years of first generation struggler
and their transition into a more mature and evolved community.

Immigration is always inspired by factors that attract po-
tential immigrants to newer communities and make them
leave their homeland. This paper analyzes the factors that
led to people leaving their home countries in South Asia in
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each decade and propelled them to settle in Massachusetts.

To study these factors, this paper relies primarily on the US Census
data and backs it up with qualitative research based on journal and
media article and on personal experiences of the author and infor-
mal conversations with other members ofthe community in Boston.

The first South Asian immigrants to be reported in the US Cen-
sus are Asian Indians. Early records of Asian Indians refer to
this community as Hindus. This term was replaced with a more
comprehensive and inclusive- 'Asian Indians' in later decades.

Although Asian Indians came to Massachusetts intermittently in
the early 1900s to study at educational institutes like MIT and
Harvard, immigration as a trend among the Asian Indians did not
emerge until 1965 when the Hart Celler Act came into force. Im-
migration from 1965-69 doubled compared to 1960-64. Many of
those who came in the 60s were students and young, skilled profes-
sionals seeking research and educational opportunities and work.

However, the 1965 Hart Celler Act cleared a major barrier and
this paper studies how in the following decades, immigrant fam-
ilies from India came to Massachusetts in significant numbers.
These were however, the first settlers and the years of struggle
are evident in their income pattern which is a lot more distrib-
uted across income groups. However, a higher concentration
of population towards the higher end of income groups hint-
ed at the future of skilled, professional South Asian immigrants.

Late 70s and 80s saw the emergence ofthe first cultural markers and
the signs of an ethnic community. There were temples, ethnic restau-

rants and ethnic grocery stores built in this period in Greater Boston.

The South Asian immigrant population followed the trends of
its predecessors in the US and following the first few years, this
population began moving into the suburbs to settle along Route
128 where a majority of the high technology industries were
concentrated. Biotechnology sector proliferated in Greater Bos-
ton through the 70s and 80s. Newer organizations spread beyond
the inner periphery of Route 128 and moved to the outer bound-
ary of 1-495. Asian Indian immigrants followed their movement
and moved further into the suburbs and newer communities.

The 90s came with a dotcom boom that fascinated engineers and in-
ternet users in the US as well as India. The number of South Asians
immigrating to the US increased in this period. However, with the
emergence of the Silicon Valley as the new home of innovation
and other tech clusters forming in different pockets of the US,
the highly skilled Asian population gravitated towards this sector.
Massachusetts saw a steady growth of the South Asian population
in these years. For a state that has shown a steady and controlled
growth of its population over the years, the growth ofAsian Indians
between 1990 and 2000 was the fastest. Also, immigrants from other
parts of South Asia who had started coming to Boston in the late 80s
became visible. Population from Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan
continued to settle in greater numbers in Boston and Cambridge.

In 2000s, several IT and biotechnology companies found-
ed on the west coast and the Silicon Valley moved to Bos-
ton. These companies wanted to tap into the supply of bril-
liant engineers, scientists and researchers that MIT and
Harvard University were producing. In 2000s, schools in Bos-
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ton area significantly increased their intake of Asian students.

The story of SouthAsian immigrants tells the story of people moving
to seek prosperity and ambition- be it in the area ofwork or education.
South Asian immigrants immigrated largely for economic reasons.

Their pattern since the 1960s has followed the growth of Mas-

sachusetts. It was closely tied to the growth of Boston's high
technology industries and educational institutes like MIT, Har-
vard University and Boston University among other schools
in the area. When the technological revolution shifted to the
west coast in the 80s and 90s, Asian sub-groups such as In-
dians, Chinese and the Koreans gravitated to the west coast.

Boston continued to attract pool of new immigrants to its ed-
ucational and research institutes and the rapidly growing bio-
technology sector. EMC, Bose Corporation and Mathworks
among others backed Boston's IT power after the demise of
Wang Laboratories and Digital Equipment Corporation. Sev-
eral IT and manufacturing industries headquartered on the
west coast opened offices in Massachusetts to tap into the sup-
ply of MIT and Harvard University engineers and researchers.

Massachusetts does not have the population density of New
York or northern New Jersey and the entire New York City-New-

ark- Jersey City metropolitan area that benefits from the popu-

lation spillover from New York. It also does not have the mag-
nanimous growth of the Silicon Valley, California. But it has a

steadier and controlled growth and some of the biggest univer-
sities such as MIT and Harvard University that generate a large

pool of talented engineers, scientists and researchers. Industries

in the high technology area are attracted to this supply of talent
and just like the immigrants, are drawn to the state to tap into this
supply of graduates from these universities in Greater Boston.

More recently, there has been a visible change in Massachusetts'
approach towards investment in innovation-related industries
and start-ups. There are more generous seed funding and ven-
ture capital schemes and other tax incentives for innovative start-
ups and successful mid-range organizations based in Massachu-
setts needing capital. Private institutes in the state like MIT have
raised their support to the innovation-based entrepreneurial spirit
through the MIT 100K competition among other ventures. Com-
panies like Akamai Technologies were products of MIT 100K
competition. This has also given rise to entrepreneurial tendencies
among young Asian Indian immigrants as was studied in the paper.

In spite of a growth of five decades, the population of South Asians
in Boston is predominantly in the young, working age group and a
majority of the population is educated and in the high income group.
It indicates that apart from the second generation Asian Indians
whose parents settled in this country, Massachusetts sees a large
and continuous influx of first generation immigrants- students and
working population from South Asia, especially India. This keeps
income graphs skewed to the right in the high-income groups and
the age graph peaked at the middle in the young, working age group.

It is likely that as the population settles and matures, there
would be an increasing proportion of population in the old-
er age group. This will happen when the number of new-
ly arriving immigrants is lower than the ones settled here.
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This may also impact the income patterns of Asian Indians whose
population is majorly concentrated in the high-income groups. It is
likely that the income patterns would start appearing bimodal with
population in the high income and low income group if the aging
population that has retired or doing less amount of skilled work
is counted in this graph. The pattern would be more like the Chi-
nese immigrants who arrived in great numbers in the US and today,
have a large proportion of their population in the old age group.

Also, a study of the 1990s and 2000s showed that there are vast
differences in the South Asian sub-groups. A higher rate of pov-
erty among Pakistanis and signs of a population that is more
dispersed across the high-skilled educational and professional
sector and other less-skilled retail and sales occupations shows
that a general study of South Asians without studying each in-
dividual sub-group would not give the real story. Other South
Asian sub-groups are likely to portray different characteristics
from the Asian Indian immigrants in Massachusetts who are pre-
dominantly educated and employed in the high-skilled sector.

Asian Indian population is unique within the rest of South Asia
because of the characteristics pointed out in this thesis. It is un-
likely that other South Asian communities will represent the
same trend. Other South Asian groups will have a mix of stu-
dents, professional and highly skilled immigrants and low-skilled
working class immigrants seeking opportunities in Boston.
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CHAPTER 10: AFTERWORD
This paper provides a basis for research on South Asian immi-
grants, especially the Asian Indians in Massachusetts. At the
time this paper was written, other South Asian immigrant sub-
groups were newly emerging. This did not give enough data to
study or understand their patterns of growth. Apart from mak-
ing inferences based on the available data leading to believe
that other South Asian sub-groups would not depict the same
pattern of growth of Asian Indian immigrants, there has not
been a long-enough time gap since the inception of immigration
from other parts of South Asia to make stronger observations.

In the future, it would be interesting to study the growth patterns
of other South Asian immigrant communities and compare them
to the growth of Asian Indians. Towards the end of this paper, in
the decade of 2000-2010, this paper came across an interesting
finding for the South Asian immigrant groups. The patterns of in-
come growth, education and industries for the South Asian immi-
grant settlers of the Hampden county, Massachusetts are markedly
different from other counties of Massachusetts. The differences
are not positive- the population is less educated and they come
from a lower-income group. The time frame allotted to this paper
did not allow enough opportunities to study the Hamden County
which stood out among the rest of the counties because of these
differences. The county, home to Springfield, with schools such
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as University of Massachusetts, Amherst nearby is also the loca-
tion of a newly developed Knowledge-Corridor, a collaboration of
Hartford, Connecticut and Springfield, Massachusetts to operate
as twin cities and attract economic growth to the area. Howev-
er, the population changes in this county in the last decade leave
a lot of questions unanswered and should lead to a future study.
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GLOSSARY
A lot of closely related and often mistakenly interchanged terms
are used in this paper. This glossary is an attempt to provide the
definitions and context in which these terms are used in the paper.

Boston/Metro-Boston/Boston Metropolitan Area: This re-
gion comprises Boston City and the immediate outer core
surrounding it. Its outer boundary is the Route 128 corridor.

GreaterBoston/GreaterBostonArea:Thisregioncomprisesamore
complex definition including all ofthose regions that fall within Bos-
ton Metropolitan Area and Boston CMSA as defined by the census.
AsianIndians/Indians: ReferstoAsianIndians who immigrated from
the country of India. It does not refer to Native/American Indians.

South Asia/South Central Asia: South Asia is often used in-
terchangeably with the Indian-subcontinent. The term 'South
Asia' is more globally accepted term because of its emphasis
on the geographic location that binds it together. The nations of
South Asia exhibit similarities in geography, physical appear-
ance and to some extent, cultural similarities. However, the use
of the term 'Indian sub-continent' puts special emphasis on In-
dia, the most prominent country in the South Asian region. In
this paper, the term 'Indian sub-continent' is used to mean the
same region as South Asia but deliberately used in some plac-
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es to emphasize the dominance of immigration from India.

Countries of South Asia/indian-sub-contiiicnt/South Cen-

tral Asia: As identified in the U.S. Census reports, these terms

refer to countries from the southern part of Asia, specifical-

ly, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Nepal,
Burma (Myanmar), Afghanistan, Maldives. Out of these, In-
dia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Nepal, Bur-
ma and Afghanistan are identified as independent minorities
in later Census and American Community Survey Reports.

Asian Indians/ Indians: This term refers to people from the coun-

try of India. The term, 'Indians' can be mistaken with native Indi-

ans or American Indians, hence 'Asian Indians' is used throughout
the thesis to differentiate this immigrant group. The term 'Indians'

used in some places also refers to the people from India. There are

no references to American or native Indians anywhere in this thesis .
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APPENDICES
This contains a comprehensive list of tables, charts and data used
to derive tables and figures cited in the thesis. The appendices are
divided into sections based on the sections in the paper.

Appendix I is useful for section I of this paper and Appendix II
has data pertaining to Section II of this paper.

Preceding the appendix is a list of figures and tables that have
appeared in this paper.
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Appendix I
For Section I tables and maps:

The following tables and charts were used to derive rate of growth
of Asian population in Massachusetts.

I-1:
Source: U.S. Census Bureau: http://www.census.gov/
population/www/documentation/twps00 5 6/appC.pdf

1990 6,016,425 5,405,374 300,130 12,241 143,392 155,288

1980 5,737,037 5,362,836 221,279 7,743 49,501 95,678

1970 5,689,170 5,477624 175,817 4,475 22,389 8,865

1960 5,148,578 5,023,144 111,842 2,118 9,478 1,996

1950 4,690,514 4,611,503 73,171 1,201 4,393 246

1-2:
Source: Based on Appendix I-1. The figure shows the growth in
proportion of Asian Population over the decades

Population Distribution by Race in
Massachusetts 1950-2010

2010
2000
1990
1980
1970
1960
1950

- 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000
Thousands

* White * Afr in American

* American Indian, Eskimo and Aleut N Asian and Pacific Islander

* Other Race H Two or more races

1-3:
Source: U.S. Census Bureau: http://www.census.gov/population/
www/documentation/twps0056/appC.pdf and U.S. Census Bureau
Report 1980 (Table 195)

The table gives rate of growth of Asian Indian popula-
tion and its comparison with the Asian population (Table 1).

There was no data on the 50s, 60s and 70s for the Asian Indian pop-
ulation. However, Census report 1980 had data for the 50s, 60s and
70s for Asian Indians by year of entry in the U.S (Table 195). This
data was used to get an estimate of the number of people of Asian
Indian origin in Boston in these decades and to trace their growth.

- ~
- ~

- ~

~I ~

~I ~ I~I~

~I ~ I~I~
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2010 349,768 77,177 122,957 42,915

2000 238,124 43,801 84,392 33,962

1990 142,137 19,719 53,792 15,449

1980 48785 8,387 25,015 3,172

1970 22084 987 14012

1960 9478 100 6,745

1950 4393 58 3,627

1940 2965 20 2,513 1

1930 3380 42 2973

1-4:
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report 2010
This is the data used to derive the map for Asian Indian Clusters

(Figure 4). The intent was to use this map for identifying pockets
containing the highest Asian Indian population. This table lists the
states in the U.S. by their Asian Indian population as it appeared
in the 2010 U.S. Census

US Census 2010, Asian Indian Clusters
Asa Asia

California 159973 Kansas 3956

New York 140985 South Carolina 3900

New Jersey 79440 Colorado 3836

Illinois 64200 Oregon 3508

Texas 55795 Iowa 3021

Florida 31457 Kentucky 2922

Pennsylvania 28396 Delaware 2183

Maryland 28330 West Virginia 1981

Michigan 23845 Rhode Island 1975

Ohio 20848 Mississippi 1872

Virginia 20494 Nevada 1825

Massachusetts 19719 New Hampshire 1697
District of

Georgia 13926 Columbia 1601

Connecticut 11755 New Mexico 1593

North Carolina 9847 Utah 1557

Minnesota 8234 Arkansas 1329

Washington 8205 Nebraska 1218

Indiana 7095 Hawaii 1015

Wisconsin 6914 Maine 607

Missouri 6111 Vermont 529

Tennessee 5911 North Dakota 482

Arizona 5663 Idaho 473

Louisiana 5083 Alaska 472

Oklahoma 4546 South Dakota 287

Alabama 4348 Montana 248

Wyoming 240
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1-5:
Source: http://2010.census.gov/news/pdf/20120321_asianslides.
pdf

This is a detailed break up of the data presented in figure 3
sourced from the same document. The following images identify
the clusters of South Asian population by sub-groups

Asian Indian Population
(Reflects where the Asian Indian population was the largest detailed Asian group in the state)

\

Population ofQ largest group
S1,000,000

Oc soo,0o00100,0o00- 010,000

Source 2010 Census

I-5.a
Src: http://2010.census.gov/news/pdf/20120321_asian-slides.pdf
, Slide 38

I-5.b
Src: http://2010.census.gov/news/pdf/20120321_asian-slides.pdf
, slide 45

Pakistani Population
(Reflects where the Pakistani population was one of the top five detailed Asian groups
within the 20 metros with the largest Asian aione-orin-combinaton population)

A

.2

United StatesCensusSource: 2010 Census

Asian Indian Population
(Reflects where the Asian Indian population was one of the top five detailed Asian groups
within the 20 metros with the largest Asian alone-or-in-combination po on

W, j ~ ro

CUnited Staten-
Source: 2010 Census ensus
I-5.c Sre: http://2010.census.gov/news/pdf/20120321asian_
slides.pdf, slide 50
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Appendix II
For Section II tables and maps:

II-1
Source:
The following data was used to create the chart used in figures I I
and 12.
U.S. Census Bureau: http://www.census.gov/population/www/
documentation/twps0056/appC.pdf and U.S. Census Bureau Re-
port 1980 (Table 195)

11-2
Source:
The following table was used to map figure 14 amd 26.
Asian Indians were recorded as a minority for the first time
in the 1980 U.S. Census report. This was the first represen-
tation of a South Asian nation and helped trace their growth
in Boston and the rest of United States over the years.
All of the county subdivisions not mentioned in
the table had no reported Asian Indian population.

County. Subdiv POP ASIND County Subdiv POP INDI

Census.
Year Asian Asian Indians Chinese Vietnamese

2010 349,768

2000 238,124
1990 142,137
1980 48785
1970 22084
1960 9478
1950 4393
1940 2965
1930 3380

2010 349,768

2000

1990
1980

1970

1960

1950

1940

1930

238,124

142,137
48785

22084

9478

4393

2965

3380

77,177 122,957

43,801
19,719
8,387

987
100

58
20
42

84,392
53,792
25,015
14012
6,745
3,627
2,513
2973

42,915

33,962
15,449
3,172

77,177

43,801

19,719
8,387

987

100

58

20

42

Boston
Cambridge
Worcester
Framingham
Newton
Brookline
Waltham

Lowell
Sorderviie
Quincy
Springfield
Amherst
Brockton
Medford
Braintree Town

Wellesley

Salem
North Andover
Bridgewater
Lynn

917
607
263
258

255
229

216

166
160

122
95
93

86
61

60
56

45
46

44
32
32

New~edford
Fall River

Holyoke

South Hadley

Dartmnouth

Danvers
Tewksbury
Northampton
Fitchburg

Westfield
Williamstown

Beverly
Bourne
Easton
Harvard

Haverhill
Lenox
North Adams

Norton

Taunton
Wrentham

30
28
25
22

21
20

20
19
16
16

12
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
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11-3:
Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1980 Report (Table 50: General
characteristics for selected racial groups for counties: 400 or more
of the specified racial group)
The following tables were used to generate figure 15 and 16

Essex. Midee Nofl sufo Wocstr

In
Households 478 3674 994 978 746

Householder 186 1250 345 424 271

Non-family
householder 74 284 85 192 66
Spouse 109 848 218 183 188

Other
relatives 172 1422 398 274 266

Non-
relatives 11 154 33 97 21

Total
Persons

Under10
years

10 to19
years

20 to 29
years

30 to 39
years

40 to 49

years

50 to59
years

60 to 69
years

70 years
and over

3741 3359

669 665

435

784

1096

515

129

366

691

805

247

133

45 160

68 292
11."4
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report 1980 (Table 50: General
characteristics for selected racial groups for counties: 400 or more
of the specified racial group)
The following table was used to generate figure 17. The chart
represents complex population data by sex and for each of the
counties.
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11-5
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report 1980 (Table 50: General
characteristics for selected racial groups for counties: 400 or more
of the specified racial group)
The following tables were used to generate figures 18, 20 and 21.

Educational Attainment Percent

Less than 5 years of elementary school 1.9
High School Graduates 91.6

4 or more years of college 72.1

89

Mal Femal ema g ad lltyto pak
Feae female Miale e Mlale le alte Female Male

le sse Middles Middles Norfo Norfo S.,uffol Suffol WOrcest WNOrcest Nundberod

Ag e Essex x el e x Ik ik k k e r er I M ytSW F

Speak a language other than English at
267 214 1751 2046 497 526 471 570 373 385 horne 300

Under

years 41 46 394 379 99 111 64 60 62 73 SpeakEnlishverywell 237

10 to Speak Englsh wel4
19
yeas 25 18 201 235 59 82 41 53 40 47 SpeakEnglish not well 48

*t Don't speak Engh29
years 35 24 369 419 85 66 123 201 79 74 18 years and over 264,
30 to speak Engsh very wel 200339
yeas 46 63 463 611 119 143 92 155 85 124 speak English well 464
40 to
49 SpeakEnglsh not well

years 20 32 120 298 49 89 32 51 26 45 Don't speak Engh 21
50 to -

59
years 14 10 47 60 22 21 32 28 13 10 11-6
60to Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report 1980 (Table 50: General69
eas 24 6 68 20 1 6 35 9 22 characteristics for selected racial groups for counties: 400 or more

of the specified racial group)
a 62 15 S9 24 53 8 52 13 36 8 The following data was used to generate figures 22 and 23.



11-7
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report, 1980 (Table 196-A)
The following tables were used to generate figures 24 and 25

worke rs i n Fami ly in: 1.979

no workers 33

l worker'30

2 workers 562
3 or morelwOriers 2
mean number of workers 1.7

Income in 1979 Househokis Percent

lessthan 5000 140 11.41%

5000 to 7499 49 3.99%

7500 to 9999 34 2.77%

10000 to14999 145 11.82%

15000 to19999 136 11.08%,

20000 to 24999 164 13.37%

25000 to 34999 275 22.41%

35000 to 49999 160 13.04%

50000 or more 124 10.11%
11-8
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Report 1980
The following figure shows the total number of Asian Indians in
Massachusetts counties. The graph is heavily skewed towards
Middlesex county. The population continued to live in Metropoli-
tan areas in the 70s. But there were signs of population spreading
into other areas of Massachusetts.

42

Total Asian Indians in Massachusetts Counties,
1980

3674

994 978

478
116 322 478 n280 166 287

Q Total Asian Indians in Massachusetts Counties, 1980

746

11-9
Source: US Census Bureau, 1990: http://www.census.gov/prod/
cen1990/cpl/cp-1-23.pdf (Table 6), There were 261 places in Mas-
sachusetts with a population of 1 or above when the 1990 Census
Report was published. It shows the new waves of immigrants from
South Asia that arrived in the 1980s. While Asian Indians were the
only minorities to be included in the U.S. Census 1980 for an in-
crease in their population. The 1990 Census includes more groups
of minorities from South Asia that were slowly appearing in the
Boston community- Bangladesh, Burma, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.

The following is a list used to map figures 27 and 29.
Places with a population of 45 or less are not included in this list.

The list is followed by maps of South Asian population sub-
groups and shows their concentration in the Greater Boston area.
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0
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0
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CarMlse 49 0 0 0 0 49

Hina 45 0 0 4 0 49

Revere 46 0 0 3 0 49

Norton 44 0 0 4 0 48

Population of Asian Indians: The legend represents the
number of people in each of the color categories.
Asian Indian population at the beginning of the 90s was
concentrated in the city. However, there were many pock-
ets around Route 128 that had a population of 200 and
more. Apart from Boston city, Somerville, Waltham, Fram-
ingham and Burlington had high density of Indians.

Legend

1990 Asian Indian
POPASIND

1 - 74

75-212

213- 401

402 - 658

659-1962

No Population

* Highway Network Green dots represent exits on the highways
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Bangladeshi population: The legend represents the
number of people in each of the color categories.

The numbers in the legend indicate that this was
the beginning of Bangladeshi immigration in Mas-
sachusetts. The highest population for Bangladeshi
immigrants was concentrated in Boston city [25-51
persons]. Lowell was another dense pocket furthest
away from Boston City.

Legend

1990 Bangladesh
POPBANG

1 -3

4.9

10-16

17 - 24

25 - 51

No Population

0 Highway Network Green dots represent exits on the highway4
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Burmese Population in Greater Boston Area, 1990

N Burmese Population: The legend represents the number
of people in each of the color categories.

Just like the Bangladeshis, this was the beginning of an
immigration pattern for the Burmese. There were about
12-41 persons in the Boston-Cambridge-Somerville re-
gion. It is likely that many of these were students.

However, unlike the Bangladeshis, the Burmese did not
venture far from the city center at this time.

Legend

1990 Burma
POPBURM

4-6

7-1

Q1 -41

No Populai*n

H Highway Network Green dots represent exs on thp highways

r
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Pakistani Population in Greater Boston Area, 1990

SPakistani Population: The legend represents the number

A of people in each of the color categories.

Pakistan was the second South Asian sub-group that had a
rapidly increasing population in Massachusetts. However,
the highest concentration of population for the Pakistanis
[244] had one-eighth the number of people that the Asian
Indians [1,962] had in their most dense pocket in Greater
Boston region.

Just like the case with all other groups, Pakistani immi-

grants concentrated in the Boston-Cambridge-Somer-
ville-Medford area.

They ventured further than other South Asian sub-groups,
except the Indians indicating that their immigration
pattern had begun slightly earlier than other South Asian
sub-groups but later than the Indians.

Legend
1990 Pakistan
POPPAK

-6.20
-21 -52
-53 -113

114 -244

No Population

Hghway Network Green dots represent evis on the hghways
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Sri Lankan Population: The legend represents the
number of people in each of the color categories.

The Sri Lankans portrayed a growth similar to other
South Asian sub-groups that had newly arrived. There
is a small visible concentration of population in the city
area of Boston. However, it was dispersed along Route
128 and there were a couple of pockets near Boston's
outer periphery 1-495 indicating that the population that
arrived at this time was a working population employed
along the high technology corrifors.

Legend

1990 Sri Lanka
POPSRIL

1-3

4-8

9- 16

17-30

31 - 50

No Population

H Highway Network Green dots represent exits on the highways

Sri Lankan Population in Greater Boston Area, 1990
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11-10
Source: American Community Survey- 5 year estimates, Src for all of the tables (II-10.a-1 1-
10.h: ACS_10_5YRS0505
The following is a set of tables and data used to generate census-based content for chapter 8.
II-10.a: The following table was used to generate figure 34, citizenship of people

Naturalized Not a citizen Not a citien

63251 23996 39255 4647

38 62 19
Entered 2000 Entered 1990 Entered

Naturalized Citizen or later to 1999 before 1990

23996 1120 3473 4574

4.67 14.47 19.06
Entered 2000 Entered 1990 Entered

Not a Citizen or later to 1999 before 1990

39255 17824 5470 1140

45.40 13.94 2.90

II-10.b: A significantly high proportion of population was en-
rolled in schools in 2000s. For Suffolk county, out of the stu-
dents enrolled in school, 92.3 per cent students were enrolled in
college or graduate school. Likewise, 76.8 per cent of Hamp-
den county's population was enrolled in high school or low-
er grade. It was observed in the paper that Hampden coun-
ty represented the lowest income earning population groups.

School Enrollment
Counties Population 3 years and over enrolled n school High school or lower grade College or Graduate school

Bristol 325 33.2 66.8

Essex 568 52.7 47.4

Hampden 697 76.8 23.2

Middlesex 5604 33.1 66.8

Norfolk 1400 34 65.9

Suffolk 2299 7.7 92.3

Worcester 1360 50.9 49.1
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II-10.c: The following table was used to generate figure 35, educational attainment of the popula-
tion (by percentage)

Educational
Attainment

Bristol

Essex
Hampden

Middlesex

Norfolk
Suffolk
Worcester

1520 10.5 7.8 3 34 44.8

2802 6.6 9.1 7.7 36.4 40.1

1880 11 25.5 19.4 23.1 21

26893 7.5 7.5 7.1 28.6 49.2

8192 3.6 4.2 4.9 35.9 51.3
5280 4.1 5.7 10.4 26.7 53.2

6621 4.2 5.2 5.9 34.1 50.6

II-10.d: The following table was used to generate figure 36, Ability to speak English (by percentage)

Bristol 1789 11.6 88.4 54.5 33.9

Essex 3318 14.1 85.9 62.5 23.4

Hampden 2601 4.8 95.2 46 49.2

Middlesex 31025 9 91 63.7 27.3

Norfolk 9157 9.8 90.2 69.7 20.5
Suffolk 6971 17.9 82.1 60.2 21.9

Worcester 7747 9.8 90.2 60.3 29.9
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II-10.e: The following table was used to generate figure 38, civilian labor force (By percentage)

Employment Status

Employed Unemployed

Bristol
Essex
Hampden
Middlesex
Norfolk
Suffolk
Worcester

1681
3111
2229

29796
8844
6854
7211

24.9
28.8
29.6
25.2

28
29.2
27.3

75.1
71.2
70.4
74.8

72
70.8
72.7

74.1
66.9
67.1
70.5
69.8
64.5

70

1
4.4
3.3
4.3
2.1
6.2
2.7

0
0
0

0.1
0
0
0

II-10.f: Civilian Employed population in various categories (by percentage)

Bristol 1246 89.2 8.9 1.9 0

Essex 2080 90.6 5.3 3.3 0.8

Hampden 1495 83.5 9 4.3 3.3

Middlesex 20997 92.2 5.5 2.3 0

Norfolk 6176 94.7 3.5 1.8 0

Suffolk 4424 92 4.2 3.4 0.3

Worcester 5050 92.6 5.2 2.2 0
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II-
10.g:
Occu-
pation
of the
civil-
ian
labor
force

II-10.h
dustry
employ

Bristol

Essex 2080 66.5

Hampden 1495 41-6

Middlesex 20997 70.3

Norfolk 6176 82.3

Suffolk 4424 66.5

Worcester 5050 83

Industry

In-
of those
ed

3.7

7.3

8.3

2.9

9.7

3.2

0 9.9

8.1 22.1

11 4-7

22

6.2

1.6

1.6

0.8

19.9

20..9

15.7

11.2

16.1

11.3
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